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Director of Thesis: 
This research consists of two parts. The main purpose of the first part is to 
estimate different attenuation characteristics of ground motion parameters (peak 
ground acceleration and velocity) using regression analyses. The independent 
variables used in these relationships are moment magnitude (M) and epicentral 
distance (r). 
The data used to develop attenuation relationships are from earthquakes 
occurring between the years of 2000 and 2009. The resulting equation for estimating 
peak ground surface acce leration (PGA) is: 
log PGA = - 4.775 + 0.757 M - 0.0235 r + 0.000 12 /. 
where 
For estimating peak horizontal ground surface velocity (PG V), the equation is: 
log PGV = -2.805 + 0.69 M-0.0 I 97 r+0.00009 r1, 
where 
In these equations, r is in units ofkm, PGA is in units of g, and PG Vis in units of 
emfs. 
For the second part of this research, a parametric study was performed using 
different attenuation relationships to assess the effect of attenuation relationships on 
ground surface acceleration calculated from a one-dimensional seismic site response 
analysis. For these analyses, peak bedrock acceleration was calculated using three 
different attenuation relationships. One-dimensional seismic site response analyses 
were then performed using SHAKE 91 and EERA programs to assess the sensitivity 
of calculated peak and spectral ground surface acceleration to attenuation relationship 
to determine if the choice of a particular attenuation relationship had a significant 
effect. If soil behavior was linear elastic, then a doubling of bedrock shaking would 
result in a doubling of ground surface shaking. However, soil behavior is non-linear 
during strong ground motion earthquake shaking, and, therefore, the relationship 
between peak bedrock shaking and ground surface shaking is not necessarily linear. 
The objective of this research was to determine whether use of a different 
attenuation relationship (and, in tum, a different peak bedrock acceleration level) has 
a predictable effect on calculated values for ground surface shaking. 
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Chapter I - Introduction 
Part I - Derivation of Attenuation Relationship 
General Area of Concern 
1 
In this part of the thesis, the main focus is in deriving attenuation relationships 
from earthquakes that occurring between 2000 and 2009 in regions of similar 
geological character, including California, Hawaii, and western Mexico. The ground 
motion parameters addressed in this research are peak ground acceleration (PGA) and 
peak ground velocity (PGV). As representatives of inertial force of earthquake 
motion, PGA and PGVare used to act as quantitative measures of earthquake damage 
prediction. These parameters have been selected as the physical measures of seismic 
intensity in many seismic intensity scales, and are used in a verity of earthquake 
studies. The independent variables used to develop attenuation relationships by 
regression analysis are moment magnitude (M) and epicentral distance (r). 
Research Question 
This portion of the study addresses four different questions regarding the 
prediction of PGA and PGV: 
• Does moment magnitude (M) play a significant role in predicting PGA? 
• Does epicentral distance play a significant role in predicting PGA? 
• Does moment magnitude (M) play a significant role in predicting PGV? 
• Does epicentral distance play a significant role in predicting PGV? 
2 
Limitations of Study 
This research faced several limitations as follows: 
• The amount of available data that could be used in the regression analyses 
was limited. 
• The data were chosen from earthquakes with focal depths Jess than 20 km. 
• The earthquakes were chosen from areas possessing similar geologic 
characteristics, such as Alaska, California, etc. 
Significance of the Study 
The two attenuation relationships which were obtained herein differ in several 
ways from other relationships that have been developed previously. Peak ground 
surface parameters such as PGA and PGVare widely used in earthquake engineering. 
Representative of inertial forces of earthquake motion, PGA is used to act as a 
quantitative measure of earthquake damage prediction. These parameters have been 
selected as the physical measures of seismic intensity in many seismic intensity 
scales. The use of PGV and PGA in quantifying earthquake shaking helps 
practitioners to better predict the effect of strong ground motion on buildings and 
earth structures at the ground surface. 
In this research, correlations between PGA, PGV, M, and r have been 
developed using 198 accelerograms recorded during 28 earthquakes. This dataset 
includes strong ground motion recorded from 2000 to 2009. 
3 
Assumptions 
Since the data regarding the shortest distance between the site and the 
epicenter (d) were not available from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) as 
part of the strong ground motion database, this research employs the distance between 
the site and the earthquake focus (r). The data are chosen from the earthquakes with 
focal depths ofless than 15 km, so the researcher can assume that r and d are 
approximately equal. 
Part II - Sensitivity Analysis Using SHAKE 91 
General Area of Concern 
4 
In the second part of this research, the concern is about the comparison of 
different attenuation relationships and to find out if using different attenuation 
relationships significantly affects results from seismic site response analyses. In order 
to do so, a parametric study was performed with different assumed cases (with 
differences in the soil thickness, shear velocity of soil, shear velocity of bedrock, 
etc.), which are detailed in Table 5. In the next step, PGA and PGV were calculated 
through these equations. These results represent PGA and PGV on bedrock and they 
were used in the one-dimensional linear equivalent site response program SHAKE 91 
to calculate PGA and PG Vat the ground surface. 
The effect of attenuation relationship on seismic site response analysis was 
assessed by applying different attenuation relationships to calculate different peak 
bedrock acceleration values to the input strong ground motion data. If there was a 
linear relationship between bedrock shaking and ground surface shaking, then 
prediction of ground surface shaking would be simple. However, earthquakes impose 
large shear strains to the soil column. Since the stiffness and damping of soil vary 
with changing shear strain, the response of the soil column to strong ground motion is 
nonlinear. 
The three attenuation relationships applied in this part of research to be 
compared are: 
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A) Original attenuation relationships derived as part of this research: 
logPGA =-4.775 +0.757 M-0.0235 r+0.00012r2 (!) 
and 
log PGV = - 2.805 + 0.69 M- 0.0197 r + 0.00009 r2 (2) 
Where PGA is peak horizontal acceleration in g (gravitational acceleration), 
PGV is peak horizontal velocity in emfs, Mis moment magnitude and r is epicentral 
distance in km. These relationships were derived as part of the research presented 
herein. 
B) Known theoretical relationships previously developed by Joyner and 
Boore (I 981 ): 
log (PGA) = -1.02 + 0.249M-log (r)-0.00255r + 0.26P, 
where 
½ 
r= ( cP + 7.32 ) 
and 
5.0 :S. M :S. 7.7, 
and 
log (PGV) = -0.67 + 0.489M- log (r)-0.00256r + 0.17S + 0.22P, 
where 
r = (cP + 42 ) ½ 
and 
5.3 :S. M :S. 7.4. 
(3) 
(4) 
In these equations, PGA is in units of g and PGV is in units of emfs, Mis 
moment magnitude, dis the closest distance to surface projection of the fault rapture 
in km, and P and S are regarding percentiles and geological properties respectively. 
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C) A second set of relationships is provided by Bindi, Castro, Franceschina, 
Luzi, and Pacor (2006) for PGA, PGV, and 5%-damped peak spectral velocity (PSV), 
derived from strong-motion data recorded in the Umbria-Marche and classified as to 
four site categories. The UMA05 attenuation relationships for rock sites are: 
log (PGA) = -2.487 + 0.534ML - 1.280 log (R2 + 3.942)°-5 ± 0.268 
and 
log (PGV) = -1.803 + 0.687ML - 1.150 log (R2 + 2.742)°"5 ± 0.300, 
where ML is local magnitude in the range of 4-6, and R is the epicentral 




The concern is mostly about the comparison of different attenuation 
relationships and to find out if using different attenuation relationships significantly 
affects results from seismic site response analyses. In line with solving this problem, 
this research aims to make a comparison between the three sets of attenuation 
relationships to find out ifthere is any significant difference among the results which 
they tum in, and to see if the newly developed relationships may be advantageous in 
certain situations. 
Significance of Study: 
Many different attenuation relationships have been suggested by different 
scholars in recent years. One of the biggest concerns of the civil engineers in 
engineering projects is determining which of these attenuation relationships will best 
estimate the seismic properties of the site in which the project is located. The 




Chapter II - Review of Literature 
Background 
Earthquakes are natural hazards that lead to rupture of the earth and 
destruction of structures and many other problematic causalities. Earthquakes are 
generally the result of natural phenomena like geological stress, volcanic eruptions, 
landslides, and etc, but earthquakes can also be induced by some human activities like 
mine blasts and nuclear experimentation. 
Earthquakes are result of the release of energy waves called seismic waves in 
the earth's crust. In order to record earthquakes, seismometers are used. 
Seismometers are instruments which are buried in different depths of the earth in 
three different directions in order to record the motion and displacement of ground in 
three perpendicular directions. Several scales are used in order to measure the 
magnitude of earthquakes; all of these scales are divided into two main groups: the 
Richer scale which is the scale used for measuring the magnitude and Mercalli scale 
used for measuring the intensity of an earthquake. 
The origin point of seismic waves is called the epicenter of the earthquake. 
The first rupture point of the earthquake is called the focus hypocenter and the 
epicenter is the point at ground level exactly above the hypocenter. Earthquakes are 
classified as extremely destructive forces of nature because an exact warning cannot 
be extracted for earthquakes. Even sometimes, earthquakes can hit a region in a series 
of quakes. In this situation one new earthquake gets triggered due to displacement, 
shaking or stress induction by the previous earthquake (The Gemini Geek, 2010). 
As was mentioned before, one of the most important parameters 
characterizing an earthquake is its "size", which is a measure directly related to the 
energy released. "Since the first work of Richter (1935) when the local magnitude 
scale, ML, was initially defined using trace amplitudes of local earthquakes recorded 
on typical Wood Anderson seismographs (TO = 0. 8 s, critical damping 0.8, V = 2, 
800), the earthquake magnitude became the most common measure of the size of an 
earthquake" (Empirical global, 2006). 
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Over several decades, new seismometers were invented and gave scholars the 
opportunity of getting more precise data, such as wave types or distances; these new 
seismometers also lead to the identifying of new magnitude scales. 
Earthquake damages are the result of three basic types of elastic waves, two of 
which are the result of propagating through rock. Of these two wave types, one is the 
primary or P-wave. As this type of wave spreads out, it alternately pushes 
(compresses) and pulls (dilates) the rock. The other wave type of this category which 
is slower is called the secondary or S-wave. It shears the rock sideways at right angles 
to the direction of travel propagation. The last type of wave is the surface wave. The 
surface wave motion is restricted to near the ground surface (Types of earthquake 
waves, 2008). 
The magnitude of an earthquake, caused by surface waves, is called MS. 
Gutenberg (1945a) defined the surface wave magnitude scale (MS), using the ground 
amplitudes of surface waves with time period of 17-23 s measured at epicentral 
distances 15°-130°. This magnitude could be estimated using the formula: 
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MS= log A+ 1.656 log I',.+ 1.818 (1) where A is the ground amplitude in µm and I',. 
the epicentral distance in degrees. Gutenberg (1945b,c) and Gutenberg and Richter 
(1956) also introduced the body wave magnitude (Mb) scale based on the recording 
of P- waves with time periods up to approximately 10 s by medium to long period 
measuring instruments (Empirical global, 2006). 
Some of the characteristics of the ground motion which is significant from 
engineering point of view are amplitude, frequency and duration of the motion. Many 
ground motion parameters are known, each provides information regarding one or 
two of these characteristics. In order to address a ground motion precisely, it is 
common to mention more than two of these parameters (Kramer, 1996). 
Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) is the most commonly used measure of 
amplitude ofa particular ground motion. The PHA for a given component of motion 
is simply the largest value of horizontal acceleration obtained from the accelerogram 
of the components which can be obtained by taking the vector sum of orthogonal 
components, the maximum resultant PHA (Kramer, 1996). 
In order to evaluate ground parameters, access to measurements of strong 
ground motion in actual earthquakes is necessary. Kramer (1996) claimed that 
accurate and quantitative measurement of strong ground motion is important for both 
seismological and earthquake engineering applicants. 
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"As stated by the National Research Council Committee on Earthquake 
Engineering Research: The recording of strong ground motion provides the basic data 
for earthquake engineering. Without the knowledge of the ground shaking generated 
by earthquakes, it is not possible to access hazards rationally or to develop 
appropriate methods of seismic design" (Kramer, 1996). 
Ground-motion prediction equations (GMPEs) provides ground-motion 
intensity measures such as peak ground motions or response spectra as a function of 
earthquake magnitude and distance or estimation of different attenuation 
characteristics of ground motion parameters ( e.g., peak ground acceleration, velocity, 
or displacement or a spectral parameter). These measurements are important tools in 
the analysis of seismic hazard. These equations are mostly achieved by applying 
statistical methods, especially regression methods, empirically (Boore and Atkinson, 
2008). 
" Strong ground motion prediction is based on the waveform calculation from 
physical source models. The procedure is as follows: fust, physical parameters such 
as fault shape, extent, location, displacement, stress release, and seismic moment on 
and off asperities, rupture initiation and propagation are set up; second, the entire 
fault is divided into smaller elements, which are then used to calculate frequency 
level, comer frequency, and high-frequency decay rate of the element spectrum 
model. Finally, all the element radiations are summed up after distance effects are 
accounted for appropriate physical parameters are essential in order for calculated 
seismograms to match observations" (Masuda, Yokota, & Goto, 2009). 
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Historical Review 
The first accurate measurements of destructive ground motions were achieved 
from Long Beach, California earthquake during 1933, even though written 
descriptions of earthquakes date back as far as 780 B.C. (Hudson, 1984). 
Measurement of ground motion has a lot of progresses since then. 
The first ground-motion prediction equation derived from European and 
Middle Eastern strong-motion data was published more than 30 years ago. Since then, 
there have been much progresses and the databank of accelerograms in the region has 
expanded significantly (Bommer!, Stafford!, & Akkar2, 2009). 
The work on correlating the peaks of recorded acceleration with other 
measures of earthquake size and intensity was initiated in the early l 930's when the 
first strong-motion accelerographs recorded earthquake ground shaking in southern 
California. Since then peak accelerations, Modified Mercalli intensity maps, 
earthquake magnitude and location, together with other pertinent information have 
appeared in the annual report, U.S. Earthquakes, published by the U.S. Department of 
Commerce which has served as a major data source for most subsequent studies. 
Most of the works that have been done in this regard ( correlations between peak 
accelerations and Modified Mercalli intensity) are done by Barosh and Trifunac and 
Brady (Trifunac & Brady, 1976). 
"The true performance of ground-motion prediction equations is often not 
fully appreciated until they are used in practice for seismic hazard analyses and 
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applied to a wide range of scenarios and exceedance levels. This has been the case for 
equations published recently for the prediction of peak ground velocity, PGV, peak 
ground acceleration, PGA, and response spectral ordinates in Europe, the Middle East 
and the Mediterranean" (Akkarl and Bommer2, 2010). 
The databanks of strong-motion data have grown along with the accelerograph 
networks. As well as national collections, there have been concerted efforts over more 
than two decades to develop and maintain a European database of associated 
metadata. As the progresses in the database of strong-motion records increases from 
Europe, the Mediterranean region and the Middle East, there have been proposed two 
different methods or two developing empirical ground-motion prediction equations 
(GMPEs): 
I-The equations that are derived from a large dataset covering several countries, 
generally of moderate-to-high seismicity. 
2- Equations from local databanks for the national applications. 
The pan-European models are actually derived from southern Europe, the 
Maghreb (North Africa) and the active areas of the Middle East. 
Ambraseys et al. (1996) was the first one who presented the first empirical 
equations for the prediction of response spectral ordinates in the European region. In 
this regard Akkar and Bommer (2010) claimed that, "Bommer et al. (2003), using 
exactly the same dataset, to include the influence as style-of-faulting as an additional 
explanatory variable, although this was done mainly for the purpose of investigating 
the effectiveness of an approximate approach to including style-of-faulting 
adjustments." 
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An entirely new European GMPE for response spectral ordinates was 
presented by Ambraseys et al. (2005), using an expanded databank and with revised 
metadata. A few years later, Akkar and Bommer (2007a) presented a new GMPE, 
based on the same database as Ambraseys et al. (2005). Their work was that it was 
not motivated by any perceived shortcoming with the Ambraseys et al. (2005) model 
but simply introduced some additional requirements emerging in earthquake 
engineering. One important purpose of Akkar and Bommer's work was to extend the 
range of response periods covered by the equations, since the Ambraseys et al. (2005) 
only covered the range up to 2.5 seconds. The need for the extension of the range of 
response periods arose from the point that some emerging approaches to 
displacement-based seismic design, as well as the design of base-isolated structures, 
require spectral ordinates at longer periods as well as at damping values other than the 
ubiquitous 5% of critical. Therefore Akkar and Bommer (2007a) presented some 
equations pertaining directly to predictions of spectral displacement, SD and also 
peak ground acceleration, PGA. 
To pursue this goal, all of the accelerograms in the databank were re-
processed by selecting an optimal low-cut filter for each record and using the spectral 
ordinates only within the consequent usable range of response periods. These changes 
helped conclude that the range of response periods could be extended to 4.0 seconds. 
Since the scaling varies with duration of shaking, and hence with magnitude and 
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distance, equations for spectral ordinates at five levels of damping were derived 
following the finding of Bommer and Mendis (2005) that the constant (at a given 
response period) scaling factor of 5%-damped ordinates to other damping values are 
inappropriate. Moreover, Akkar et al., (2005) introduced an equation for PGV 
applying the exact same database and functional form (Akkar and Bommer, 2007b) 
by recognizing that peak ground velocity, PGV, has many applications in earthquake 
engineering (e.g., Akkar et al., 2005; Akkar and Kucukdogan, 2008) and that the 
practice of scaling PGV from I-second spectral ordinates is highly questionable 
(Bommer and Alarcon, 2006). 
The work that has been done regarding SD and PGA equations has three 
minor advantages: 
1- The model is effective for pseudo-spectral acceleration rather than absolute 
acceleration response; 2- the equation predicts the geometric mean of the horizontal 
components rather than the largest of two horizontal components; and 3- the 
functional form includes a quadratic magnitude scaling term. (Akkar and Bommer, 
2010) 
Much research has been conducted in previous years in order to compare these 
median values to those from other equations, including the NGA (Next Generation of 
Attenuation) models (Stafford et al., 2008a; Bommer et al., 2010). However, there 
have been feedbacks from hazard analysts and earthquake engineers who have used 
the equations in practice and encountered unusual features that our simplistic plots 
and comparisons had not revealed. 
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In recent years, serious doubts have risen over the way these equations were 
derived, applying innovative and powerful visualization tools that enable comparison 
of ground-motion prediction equations in terms of the full distribution of predicted 
values at several response periods simultaneously for ranges of magnitude and 
distance. 
In general, as used in the study by Kramer (I 996), predictive relationships 
(GMPEs) usually express ground motion parameters as functions of magnitude, 
distance, and in some cases, other variables, for example, 
Y=f(M, R, Pi) 
Where Y is the ground motion parameter of interest, M the magnitude of the 
earthquake, R is a measure of the distance from the source to site being considered, 
and the Pi are other parameters (which may be used to characterize the earthquake 
source, wave propagation path, and/or local site conditions). 
Predictive relations are developed by regression analyses of recorded strong 
motion databases. As such, they change with time as additional strong motion data 
become available. Most predictive relationships are undated in the literature every 3 
to 5 years or shortly after the occurrence oflarge earthquakes in well-instrumented 
regions. 
"The functional form of predictive relationship is usually selected to reflect 
the mechanics of the ground motion process as closely as possible. This minimizes 
the number of numerical of empirical coefficients and allows greater confidence in 
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application of the predictive relationship to conditions (magnitude and distances) that 
are poorly represented in the database. 
A typical predictive relationship may have the form 
Ln Y = C1+ C2M + C3Mc4 + Csln [ R+ C6 exp (C1M)] + CsR + f(source) + f(site) 
Where the critical numbers indicate the observations associated with each 
term. Some predictive relationships utilize all these terms ( and some have more) and 
others do not" (Kramer, 1996). 
Seismic Programs: 
According to past earthquakes, the ground motions on soft sites were 
recognized to be generally larger than those of nearby rock outcrops, depending on 
local soil conditions. These amplifications of soil site responses were simulated using 
several computer programs that assume simplified soil deposit conditions such as 
horizontal soil layers of infinite extent. SHAKE 91 was one of the first computer 
programs developed for this purpose ( Schnabel et al., 1972; Bartlet, Ichii, & Lin, 
2000). 
SHAKE 91 is a program first was developed in 1970-71 by Dr. Per Schnable 
and Professor John Lysmer. This program was published in December 1972 by Dr. 
Per Schnable and Professors John Lysmer and H. Bolton Seed in report No. 
UCB/EERC 72/12, issued by the Earthquake Engineering Research Center at the 
University of California in Berkeley. 
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This program was one of the most common programs applying for computing 
the seismic response of horizonta11y layered soil deposits. "SHAKE 91 computes the 
response of a semi-infinite horizonta11y layered soil deposit overlaying a uniform 
half-space subjected to vertica11y propagating shear waves. The analysis is done in the 
frequency domain, and, therefore, for any set of properties it is a linear analysis" 
( Idriss and Sun, 1972). 
More than 25 years after the advent of SHAKE 91, it is still commonly used 
and referenced computer programs in geotechnical earthquake engineering. 
In 1998, BERA (computer programs with the same basic concepts as SHAKE 
91 was) developed in FORTRAN 90. "BERA stands for Equivalent-linear Earthquake 
Response Analysis. BERA is a modem implementation of the well-known concepts 
of equivalent linear earthquake site response analysis. EERA's implementation takes 
ful[ advantages of the dynamic array dimensioning and matrix operations in 
FORTRAN 90. EERA's input and output are fully integrated with the spreadsheet 
program Excel" (Barde! et al., 2000). 
In light of these revelations, PGA and PGV equations have been achieved in 
this research, for regions with similar geological ground layers. These equations 
present coefficients for magnitude (M) and distance by which is obtained applying 
regression methods and cross sectional data. 
Chapter III - Research Method 
Part I - Derivation of Attenuation Relationship 
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To test the models in this study, multiple regression analysis was performed. 
One good reason behind the choice of regression analysis was because, not only it 
gives information about the existence of correlation, but it also gives the degree to 
which each independent variable, if significant, affects the dependent variable. For 
the purpose of this study the models were tested at a 5 percent level of significance 
( ). This implies there is 95% confidence in expressing the results that have 
been derived from the sample data, is applicable to the population. 
Data Analysis 
The models developed in this study are based on earthquake information of 
the ground motion parameters PGA and PGV ( peak ground acceleration and 
velocity), M(momentmagnitude) and r (epicentral distance in km). The data were 
obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey database of strong ground motion 
recording between 2000 and 2009. The data which were used are from 28 different 
earthquakes, which are listed in Appendix A, Table A1• 
The data set for peak ground acceleration consists of 197 recordings from 28 
earthquakes and the data set for peak ground velocity has 198 recordings from the 
same earthquakes. For the complete data set, see Tables A2 and A3 in Appendix A. 
Also, the location where the earthquakes occurred and the magnitude of these 
earthquakes are given in Table A1 in Appendix A. 
Below is the main model used in this study's multiple regression analysis. 
This model is based on those specified by earthquake theorists and applied to some 
other data in different time periods in previous studies: 
PGA or PGV= f( M, r, log r) 
The specific regression model is as follows: 
Y =/Jo+ /J,X, + /J2X2 + /J3X3 + s 
where: 
y= PGA or PGV 
/30 = Constant 
X, = Magnitude 
X2 =r(distance) 
X 3 = r
2 
s = error - term 
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~ 1, ~2 and ~3 are the slopes for each variable. They demonstrate the degree to 
which a one-unit change in the independent variable affects the dependent variable. 
If any of these slopes are zero, it shows that independent variable has no impact in the 
dependent variable. If the multiple regression result indicates an independent variable 
is significant, it means the multiple regression results produced based on this study's 
sample data are applicable to the population data. The magnitude of any independent 
variable's slope, or expressed differently, the distance ofa slope from zero, when 
expressed in terms f standard deviation, is called the t-score. If the t-score for an 
independent variable in a study is greater than the critical values oft-score for our 
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predetermined level of significance (5% in the present study), then that independent 
variable is considered as significant. Or, alternatively, when the p-value for any 
independent variable is less than our level of significance ( ), then that 
variable is considered to be significant. The p-value expresses the probability of an 
error when asserting any independent variable is significant. 
The goodness of the fit of a model or the degree to which the data fit our 
regression lines is called r-square (r2). In the case of multiple regression we look 
instead at the adjusted-r2 . The closer this statistic is to 1 ( or - 1 ), the better will be the 
goodness of the regression lines. 
Microsoft Excel' regression feature were utilized to run the regression model. 
Regression diagnostic were performed to make sure the assumptions underlying 
regression analysis have not been violated. Those assumptions are as follows: 
-No Multicollinearity- This means none of the independent variables are 
linearly correlated with each other. One of the symptoms of this multicollinearity is 
when the F-test indicated the overall model is significant, but none of the independent 
variables are significant. 
- Normality of Residuals- The residuals (for the population data) are 
distributed normally and, therefore, the residuals for sample data (like those in this 
study) should be distributed such that could be estimated as normal. 
- Homoscedasticity of the residuals (lack of heteroscedasticity)- This 
means the residuals have a constant variance. 
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- No Autocorrelation-That is, the residuals are independent of each other. In 
their words, the randomness of the residuals entails there should not be a detectable 
pattern in the distribution of the residual (Keller and Warrack, 2003). 
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Part Il - Sensitivity Analysis Using SHAKE 91 
One of the principal objectives of engineering seismology is to provide 
quantitative estimates of expected levels of seismic ground-motion as the basic input 
to earthquake-resistant design, the evaluation of collateral seismic hazards, such as 
liquefaction and landslides, and seismic risk assessment. 
There is a degree of uncertainty regarding the selection of an appropriate 
GMPE to best estimate seismic ground motion for a given geologic setting. This part 
of the research is mostly about the comparison of different attenuation relationships to 
determine if using different Ground Motion Prediction Equations (GMPEs) will 
significantly affect the results of site response analyses. The data which are utilized 
for the second section is regarding three earthquakes in California, which are 
available at Appendix B . 
In order to investigate this purpose, different cases were assumed (with 
differences in the soil thickness, shear velocity of soil, shear velocity of bedrock, etc) 
which are listed in Table I. The data in table I need to be explored for the three 
related earthquakes ( Bear, Loma and Imp!). Some of the data recorded in tables (5-
13) are yielded by SHAKE 91 and some of them are yielded by applying EERA. 
Table 1. 
The Cases Which Were Considered to Compare GMPEfor each of the Three 
Earthquakes. 
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I 5.5 1 50 10 500 2500 A 
2 5.5 1 50 100 500 2500 A 
3 5.5 1 50 1000 500 2500 A 
4 5.5 I 50 10 500 2500 B 
5 5.5 1 50 100 500 2500 B 
6 5.5 1 50 1000 500 2500 B 
7 5.5 1 50 10 500 2500 C 
8 5.5 1 50 100 500 2500 C 
9 5.5 1 50 1000 500 2500 C 
10 5.5 1 100 10 500 2500 A 
11 5.5 1 100 100 500 2500 A 
12 5.5 1 100 1000 500 2500 A 
13 5.5 1 100 10 500 2500 B 
14 5.5 1 100 100 500 2500 B 
15 5.5 1 100 1000 500 2500 B 
16 5.5 1 100 10 500 2500 C 
17 5.5 1 100 100 500 2500 C 
18 5.5 1 100 1000 500 2500 C 
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19 5.5 1 150 10 500 2500 A 
20 5.5 1 150 100 500 2500 A 
21 5.5 1 150 1000 500 2500 A 
22 5.5 1 150 10 500 2500 B 
23 5.5 1 150 100 500 2500 B 
24 5.5 1 150 1000 500 2500 B 
25 5.5 1 150 10 500 2500 C 
26 5.5 1 150 100 500 2500 C 
27 5.5 1 150 1000 500 2500 C 
The three attenuation relationships which are applied in this part of research in 
order to be compared are as follows: 
A) The attenuation relationships provided, based on the first part of this 
research: 
log PGA = - 4.775 + 0.757 M- 0.0235 r + 0.00012 ,-2 
and 
log PGV = - 2.805 + 0.69 M - 0.0197 r + 0.00009 ,-2 
(1) 
(2) 
Where PGA is peak horizontal acceleration in g (gravitational acceleration), 
PGV is peak horizontal velocity in emfs, Mis moment magnitude and,. is epicentral 
distance in km. These relationships were derived as part of the research presented 
herein. 
B) Two known theoretical relationships (formulas) commonly used to 
calculate Peak Ground Acceleration (PGA) and Peak Ground Velocity (PGV) were 
those suggested by Joyner and Boore (1981), as follows: 
log (A)= -1.02 + 0.249M-log r-0.00255 r+ 0.26P, 
where 
r=(d2 +7.32 t 
and 
5.0 S. MS. 7.7, 
and 
log (V) = -0.67 + 0.489M- log r- 0.00256 r + 0.17S + 0.22P, 
where 
r= (d2 + 42 )½ 
and 




In these equations, A is peak horizontal acceleration in g (gravitational 
acceleration), Vis peak horizontal velocity in emfs, Mis moment magnitude, dis the 
closest distance to surface projection of the fault rapture in km and P and S are 
statistical and geological variables .. 
C ) The other pair of relations is provided by Bindi et al. (2006) for maximum 
horizontal PGA, PGV, and 5%-damped PSV, derived from the strong-motion data 
recorded in the Umbria-Marche area and classified as to four site categories. The 
UMA05 attenuation relationships for rock sites are: 




log (PGV) = -1.803 + 0.687ML - 1.150 log (R2 + 2.742)°"5 ± 0.300, (6) 
where Mr is local magnitude in the range of 4-6, and R is the epicentral 
distance in the range of 1-100 km. 
In this part of the research first, the values for PGA and PGV were found, 
using GMPEs and then these values were included as input parameters for the one-
dimensional seismic site response program SHAKE 91. The output files produce by 
SHAKE 91 demonstrate the effect of peak bedrock shaking on ground surface 
shaking. By comparing these results, the researcher can conclude whether or not 
using different GMPEs will yield different results. 
Chapter IV - Presentation of the Results 
Part I - Derivation of Attenuation Relationship 
Below are the results from the Excel regression run for PGA for the 
attenuation relationships derived and presented herein. 
Table 2. 
Summary Output for PGA Regression Model 
Regression Statistics 
Multiple R 0.818147 
R Square 0.669365 
Adjusted R Square 0.662752 
Standard Error 0.329695 
Observations 154 
ANOVA 
































According to Excel output of the regression model, the following is the 
resulting regression equation for PGA at the present study: 
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y = --4.775+0.757X1 -0.0235X2 +0.00012X3 
Or, expressed in terms of the actual variables used in this study in which 
x 1 = M , x2 = r and x3 ~ r2 (Variables r, r2 and Mas defined earlier), concludes: 
PGA = --4. 775 + 0. 757 M - 0.0235r + 0.00012 r 2 (1) 
The result of the regression output indicates all the independent variables (r, r2 
and M) are significant at the 5% level of significance (P-values are far less than 0.05 
which is significance of study). 
The goodness of fit for the model, as indicated by the adjusted r-square value 
(Adj r2 = 0.67) is also good. This value, for r2 may not be very high, but when the 
researcher deals with cross-section data, this statistic is often low and an adjusted r-
square of this value is high enough to claim comfortably that the data fits well with 
the regression lines. 
On the other hand, a p-value lower than the level of significance ( ) 
implies that the independent variables are highly significant. For example, a p-value 
of 1.61 SE-l 4 (that for variable M in the table above) indicates this is the probability 
of error when the researcher asserts this variable is significant. 
Regression Diagnostics 
As discussed in chapter III, there are some required conditions for the validity 
of regression analysis. Regression diagnostics involves checking for those 
assumptions. 
ormality of the Residuals: 
One of the assumptions is the residuals are normally distributed with a mean 
of zero. 
Normal Probability Plot 
0 










Figure 1. ormal Probability Plot for PGA Equation. 
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Figure 2. Histogram of Residuals fo r PGA Equation. 
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Also, in order to check the normality of residuals, histogram of residuals is 
presented (see Figure 2). As is shown, the histogram is bell shaped, leading us to 
believe that the error is normally distributed. 
H omoscedastici ty: 
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Another assumption is that the residuals have a constant variance. If this 
assumption is violated, the regression model has Heterosccdasticity problem, which is 
a violation of regression assumptions. The residual plots which are presented in 
Figures (3-5) explain that residuals seem to be distributed with a constant variance 
around the zero mean, and this means that as the independent variable increases the 
variance is constant around the zero mean. 
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Figure 3. The Residuals vs. r Plot for PGA Equation. 












Figure 4. The Residuals vs. Magnitude (M) Plot for PGA Equation. 




Figure 5. The Residuals vs. r2 Plot for PGA Equation. 
In order to produce an attenuation re lationship for PG V, the researcher goes 
through the same process performed for estimating the attenuation re lationship fo r 
PGA. Table 3 demonstrates the result of regression run for PGV in Microsoft Excel. 
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Table 3. 









































MS F F 
8.775 70.898 5.32638E-31 
0.124 
t Stat P-value 
-5.1606 6.06E-07 
7.1707 l.53E-l l 
-5.4196 l.76E-07 
2.9898 0.003153 
According to the summary output, the resulted PGVattenuation relationship 
will be as follows: 
log PGV = - 2.805 + 0.69 M- 0.0197 r + 0.00009 ,-2 (2) 
The results of regression model for PGVequation were equally produced and 
verified for PGA. The p-value for all the independent variables are less than the level 
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Figure 6. Normal Probability P lot for P GVEquation. 
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Figure 7. Histogram of Residua ls fo r PGA Equation. 
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Histogram of residuals, as is shown, is bell shaped like the one for PGA case, 
and this leading us to believe that the error is normall y di stributed. 
From the residual plots, produced in EXCEL (see Figure 8- 10), thus for each 
one of the independent variables, the res iduals seem to be di stributed with a constant 
variance around the zero mean. This means that even as the independent variable 
increases the variance is around the zero mean (estimated regression line), thus 
doesn' t increase. 
r Residual Plot 
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Figure 8. The Residuals vs. r Plot for PG V Equation. 
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r/\2 Residual Plot 
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Figure 9. The Residuals vs. r2 Plot for PGV Equation. 
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Figure 10. The Residuals vs . Magnitude(M) Plot for PGV Equation. 
Part II - Sensitivity Analysis Using SHAKE 91 
PGA derived from the three GMPEs are presented at the Table 4, below: 
Table 4. 
Attenuation Results Derived from GMPEs 
eauation. A eauation. B eauation. C 
50 0.0326 0.033 0.0188 
100 0.0173 0.0124 0.0077 
150 0.0366 0.0062 0.0046 
As shown in the table above, the resulted values for PGA came out of 
GMPEs, are different in some cases. These PGAs will be used as scale terms at the 
input files developing for SHAKE 91 and EERA. 
In the next step, using the data at table I, the researcher applied SHAKE 91 
and EERA to see the effect of these seismic motions over the ground surface. 
The output files, produced by SHAKE 91 and EERA, showed the seismic 
effect of related PGAs derived from GMPEs on the ground surface. The results are 




PGA Values - Bear Earthquake - Soil Thickness of 10 Ji 
Dist (Km) equation. A equation. B equation. C 
so 0.042 0.043 0.024 
100 0.023 0.016 0.009 
150 0.047 0.008 0.005 
Table 6. 
PGA Values -Bear Earthquake- Soil Thickness of 100ft 
Dist (Km) equation. A equation. B equation. C 
so 0.058 0.059 0.034 
100 0.031 0.022 0.014 
150 0.065 0.011 0.008 
Table 7. 
PGA Values - Bear Earthquake - Soil Thickness of 1000 ft 
Dist (Km) equation. A equation. B equation. C 
so 0.029 0.029 0.020 
100 0.018 0.014 0.009 
150 0.031 0.008 0.006 
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Table 8. 
PGA Values-Imp/ Earthquake -Soil Thickness of JO.ft 
Dist (Km) equation. A equation. B equation.C 
50 0.074 0.077 0.040 
100 0.038 0.026 0.015 
150 0.084 0.013 0.008 
Table 9. 
PGA Values - Imp/ Earthquake - Soil Thickness of 100 ft 
Dist (Km) equation. A equation. B equation. C 
50 0.051 0.051 0.032 
100 0.030 0.022 0.015 
150 0.055 0.012 0.009 
Table 10. 
PGA Values - Imp/ Earthquake - Soil Thickness of 1000 ft 
Dist (Km) equation. A equation. B equation. C 
50 0.018 0.018 0.013 
100 0.013 0.01 0.007 
150 0.019 0.006 0.005 
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Table 1 I. 
PGA Values -Loma Earthquake -Soil Thickness of 10ft 
Dist (Km) equation. A equation. B equation. C 
50 0.035 0.036 0.019 
100 0.018 0.013 0.007 
150 0.040 0.006 0.004 
Table 12. 
PGA Values -Loma Earthquake - Soil Thickness of JOO ft 
Dist (Km) equation. A equation. B equation. C 
50 0.053 0.054 0.032 
100 0.031 0.022 0.013 
150 0.059 0.011 0.008 
Table 13. 
PGA Values-Loma Earthquake- Soil Thickness of 1000ft 
Dist (Km) equation. A equation. B equation. C 
50 0.027 0.027 0.018 
100 0.017 0.013 0.009 
150 0.029 0.007 0.006 
Effect of attenuation relationship on seismic site response analysis concludes 
applying different attenuation relationships (GMPEs) has significant difference in 
prediction of seismic effects at different regions. 
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Some of these data were yie lded by the EERA program and some other ones 
from SHAKE 91. Figure 11 is a typical bedrock acceleration time series record from 
the Big Bear Earthquake. ln Figure 11 , the top fi gure is the unscaled ground motion 
on the bed rock, w hile the bottom figure is the ground motion scaled to a PGA of 
0.0326 gas pred icted by the GM PE derived herein for a source-site distance of 50 km 
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Figure I 1. Unscaled and Scaled Ground Motion on 
the Bed Rock for Bear Earthquake. 
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Figure 12. Ground Motion on the Ground 
Surface for Bear Earthquake. 
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Figure 12 is regarding the ground motion on the ground surface, fo r the same 
earthquake as above. As can be seen in these two figures, soi l layer ( in this case with 
IO ft tickness) amplified the shakes of the earthquake on the bed rock. 
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Chapter V - Conclusion 
At the first part of this research, attenuation relationships were developed, 
using cross sectional data from the regions with the same geological character, 
including California, Hawaii, and Western Mexico, between the years 2000 and 2009. 
The resulting equations are as follows: 
log PGA = - 4.775 + 0.757 M- 0.0235 r + 0.00012 ,.2 
and 
logPGV= - 2.805 + 0.69 M- 0.0197 r+ 0.00009 ,.2 
(!) 
(2) 
Also at the second part of the thesis, as is shown in tables 7-10, the following 
conclusions can be mentioned: 
I) The accelerations are closer in equations A and B at the 50 km and I 00 km 
site distance but they are different from the accelerations equation C gives. 
Accelerations are closer in equations B and C at 150 km site distance but they 
are different from the accelerations equation A gives. 
This observation indicates that there is a large amount of variability and 
uncertainty in results obtained from GMPEs, so it is warranted to perform an 
analysis using several GMPEs and use engineering judgment to interpret and 
apply the results. 
2) The magnitudes which were used in order to develop GMPEs have different 
ranges, which may have an impact on their applicability. For instance, the 
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GMPEs obtained from the published literature used earthquakes from 
magnitudes ranging from 4 to 7, while the GMPE derived as part of this study 
used magnitudes ranging from 5 to 6. Therefore, In order to see which 
attenuation relationship gives the best result for a specified earthquake, we 
should consider what was the independent variable range of the data which 
were used to derive the equation. 
3) There is not a linear relationship between ground surface shaking and bedrock 
shaking, as expected. For example, when peak bedrock shaking is doubled, 
ground surface shaking (as calculated by SHAKE 91 and EERA) increases, 
but does not increase by a factor of two. This effect is due to the non-linear 
behavior of soil when subjected to strong ground motion. Therefore, when 
deciding on which GMPE to use in a site response analysis, one should keep 
in mind that the relationship between bedrock shaking and ground surface 
shaking is indeed non-linear. 
4) The most appropriate GMPE for prediction of ground motion parameter in a 
region is the one which is derived from the data regarding the seismic history 
of that same region or the regions with the same geological characteristics. 
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Appendix A- Data Tables 
Table Al 
The Earthquakes Locations and Magnitudes. (USGS, 2009) 
E.NO year Location MW Date Dept 
1 2009 Keeler, California Earthquake 5.2 10/3/2009 0.1 
2 2009 Hawai'i Island, Hawai'i Earthquake 5 4/14/2009 9.9 
3 2009 Guadalupe Victoria, Baja California, Mexico 5.8 12/30/2009 6 
4 2009 Guadalupe Victoria, Baja California, Mexico 5.1 9/19/2009 10 
5 2008 Guadalupe Victoria, Baja California, Mexico 5.1 2/9/2008 6 
6 2008 Guadalupe Victoria, Baja California, Mexico 5.1 2/11/2008 6 
7 2008 Verdi-Mogul, Nevada Earthquake 5 4/26/2008 1.4 
8 2008 Chino Hills, California Earthquake 5.4 7/29/2008 13.6 
9 2008 Ludlow, California Earthquake 5.1 7.3 
10 2006 Guadalupe Victoria, Baja California, Mexico 5.4 5/24/2006 6 
11 2006 Mahukona, Hawai'i Island, HI Earthquake 6 10/15/2006 18.9 
12 2005 New Mexico, NM Earthquake 5 8/10/2005 5 
13 2005 Anza, CA Earthquake 5.2 6/12/2005 14.1 
14 2005 Northeast of Hawai'i Island, HI Earthquake 5.3 7/15/2005 7.8 
15 2005 Obsidian Butte, CA Earthquake 5.1 9/2/2005 9.7 
16 2004 Offshore Baja California, Mexico Earthquake 5.3 6/15/2004 10 
17 2004 Adobe Hills, CA Earthquake 5.5 9/18/2004 7.6 
18 2004 Adobe Hills, CA Earthquake 5.4 9/18/2004 11.3 
19 2004 Parkfield, CA Earthquake 6 7.9 
20 2004 Keene, CA Earthquake 5 9/29/2004 3.55 
21 2004 Parkfield, CA Aftershock 5 9/30/2004 10.1 
22 2003 Big Bear City, California Earthquake 5.4 2/22/2003 1.2 
23 2003 San Simeon, CA Earthquake 6.4 12/22/2003 7.6 
24 2002 California-Baja California Border Earthquake 5.7 2/22/2002 0 
25 2002 Bayview, CA Earthquake 5.3 6/17/2002 19.6 
26 2001 Anza, CA Earthquake 5.1 10/31/2001 15.2 
so 
27 2001 Big Bear Lake, CA Earthquake 5.1 2/10/2001 5.9 
28 2000 Yountville, CA Eart hquake 5 9/3/2000 9.4 
Table A2 
The Data Regarding PGA (USGS, 2009). 
NO. E.No. M Earthquake Sta Dist PGA 
1 2 5 Ka'ena_Point, Hawai'i Island, Hawai ' i Eart hquake 2846 26.8 33.9 
2 2812 31.0 24.1 
3 2816 33.2 14.1 
4 2817 43.7 7 .4 
5 2824 44.9 33.9 
6 2818 45.8 38.1 
7 2822 51.3 19.8 
8 2829 57.2 28.0 
9 2830 61.2 10.1 
10 2833 72.6 6.8 
11 2849 77.4 13.5 
12 2832 87.1 9.5 
13 2825 90.3 11.2 
14 3 5.8 Guadalupe Victoria, Baja California, Mexico Earthquake 5053 36.5 84 
15 5055 42.4 126 
16 464 45.9 184 
17 5028 50.2 181 
18 5057 51.0 246 
19 4 5.1 Guadalupe Victoria, Baja Cal ifornia 5054 36.8 22.3 
20 5053 39.8 12.5 
21 464 51.9 24.9 
22 5058 52.8 35.2 
23 5028 56.0 34.3 
24 5 5.1 Guadalupe Victoria, Baja California, Mexico Earthquake 5053 39.9 125.0 
25 5055 51.0 11.1 
51 
26 5028 56.3 132.0 
27 5060 73.4 12.3 
28 5061 88.0 7.0 
29 6 5.1 Guadalupe Victoria, Baja California, Mexico Earthquake 5053 44.0 · 47.1 
30 464 56.3 37.4 
31 5028 60.4 77.9 
32 5060 77.4 15.1 
33 5061 91.9 5.5 
34 2023 14.2 14.3 
35 1133 26.6 14.0 
36 1133 26.7 29.6 
37 1133 26.9 19.2 
38 5449 25.1 94.5 
39 5449 25.1 105.0 
40 707 31.0 235.0 
41 5286 36.3 42.9 
42 5409 40.4 67.7 
43 .. 5036 40.8 25.9 
44 5275 41.3 53.9 
45 5330 41.8 39.6 
46 5341 44.0 33.0 
47 5438 44.4 31.3 
48 5429 44.8 38.5 
49 5265 45.3 21.9 
50 5328 46.2 25.7 
51 5371 46.2 43.1 
52 5373 47.8 32.3 
53 5337 48.1 27.7 
54 5229 48.7 19.0 
55 5327 49.8 25.0 
56 5037 50.3 21.7 
57 5411 54.0 19.6 
58 5161 54.7 25.5 
52 
59 5336 54.7 34.3 
60 5031 54.8 24.4 
61 5422 67.9 37.5 
62 5421 69.9 14 .9 
63 637 73.5 58.7 
64 5424 73.7 49.1 
65 5289 75.2 12.4 
66 262 76.2 23.6 
67 720 76.4 21 .8 
68 5426 77.4 21 .6 
69 5428 83.9 71 .2 
70 5029 87.7 28.3 
71 5071 110.1 9.7 
72 9 5.1 Ludlow, Cal ifornia Earthquake 5071 86.0 6.2 
73 5161 104.7 9.0 
74 13 5.4 Baja California, Mexico Earthquake 5055 57.7 7.1 
75 464 59.3 19.6 
76 5028 63.4 29.5 
77 2825 35.6 128 
78 2810 53.3 59.3 
79 2832 54.7 28.3 
80 2829 63.2 85.7 
81 2849 67.6 16.6 
82 2845 79.5 46.6 
83 2833 80.1 18.2 
84 2818 102.8 29.1 
85 2817 105.6 7.7 
86 2834 107.0 55.5 
87 2836 107.1 21.4 
88 15 5 New Mexico, NM Earthquake 231 3 33.4 18.0 
89 16 5.2 Anza, CA Earthquake 5223 5.1 173.0 
90 5160 9.0 141 .0 
91 5372 10.0 103.0 
53 
92 5231 10.2 165.0 
93 5044 11.5 309.0 
94 5043 18.5 182.0 
95 5435 46.0 51.9 
96 5069 46.9 104.0 
97 5289 48.3 16.1 
98 5300 80.2 12.7 
99 5300 80.7 7.8 
100, F 5.3 Northeast of Hawai'i Island, HI Earthquake 2833 51,0 21.8 
101 2825 54.6 56.8 
102 2818 78.5 13.8 
103 2824 109.6 7.4 
104 5061 11.3 70.8 
105 5271 23.2 6.4 
106 464 42.8 7.0 
107 5055 45.6 4.8 
108 5053 56.1 4.3 
109 5054 58.8 21.2 
110 . 19 5.3 Offshore Baja California, Mexico Earthquake 5440 79.4 50.3 
111 ·20 5.5 Adobe Hills, CA ~arthquake 2001 50.5 8.62 
112 2016 107.6 7.09 
113 22 6 Parkfield, CA Earthquake GFU 3.2 136 
114 EFU 9.8 312 
115 PHOB 11.1 269 
116 UPSAR01 11.6 180 
117 UPSAR02 11.6 300 
118 UPSAR03 11.6 248 
119 UPSAR06 11.6 241 
120 UPSAR07 11.6 368 
121 UPSAR08 11,6 252 
122 UPSAR09 11.6 275 
123 UPSAR10 11.6 271 
124 UPSAR11 11.6 350 
54 
125 UPSAR12 11.6 221 
126 WFU 12.4 335 
127 DFU 14.5 366 
128 FFU 14.7 373 
129 VFU 18.8 256 
130 MFU 19.3 181 
131 23 Keene, CA Earthquake 1035 31.4 30.2 
132 1809 100.1 9.2 
133 24 5 Parkfield, CA Aftershock PHOB 14.5 29.90 
134 1747 23.9 24.70 
135 1083 79.4 2.92 
136 25 5.4 Big Bear City, California Earthquake 5300 31.4 29.0 
137 5300 32.0 41.1 
138 5161 38.8 29.5 
139 5337 45.2 20.5 
140 5373 45.5 19.2 
141 5326 45.9 14.70 
142 5037 48.5 10.9 
143 5371 49.0 11.1 
144 5328 49.1 23.3 
145 5265 52.1 14.0 
146 5036 54.9 4.9 
147 5324 56.0 10.7 
148 5435 60.7 8.6 
149 5043 72.0 5.5 
150 5222 79.0 5.1 
151 5031 93.6 30.3 
152 26 6.4 San Simeon, CA Earthquake 1083 61.5 161.5 
153 27 5.7 California-Baja California Border Earthquake 5053 44.9 77.18 
154 5058 57.2 129.10 
155 464 58.2 63.30 
156 5028 62.1 81.21 
157 28 5.3 Bayview, CA Earthquake 1580 45.1 22.18 
55 
158 , 29 5.1 Anza, CA Earthquake ' 5223 10:5 124.70 
159 5044 12.4 120.50 
160 5372 15.5 263.80 
161 5160 15.8 38.81 
162 5043 24.2 51.16 
163 5222 24.7 121.40 
164 5270 41.3 30.34 
165 5069 47.7 26.09 
166 5375 50.6 22.05 
167 5289 54.6 5.96 
168 5071 60.3 17.72 
169 817 85.2 6.10 
170 5300 86.1 7.67 
171 5328 92.6 6.06 
172 5336 96.2 6.14 
173 5373 98.9 5.50 
174 5337 100.6 10.83 
175 30 5.1 Big Bear Lake, CA Earthquake 5300 24.1 29.15 
176 5300 24.8 59.51 
177 5336 30.4 22.11 
178 5161 30.5 20.42 
179 5a27 35.0 7.74 
180 5337 36.7 10.49 
181 129 40.1 17.10 
182 5037 41.2 6.77 
183 5328 41.2 16.46 
184 5409 50.4 11.55 
185 5031 85.6 5.76 
186 32 5 Yountville, CA Earthquake 1768 25 13.54 
187 1722 44 5.34 
188 1590 49 7.88 
189 1737 51 5.59 
190 1691 58 20.12 
56 
191 1678 64 10.00 
192 1774 69 7.92 
193 1755 70 9.78 
194 1689 85 10.07 
195 1753 92 9.35 
196 1785 93 7.45 
197 1002 95 7.81 
Table A3 
The Data Regarding PGV (USGS, 2009). 
No. E.No. M Earthquake Sta Dist PGV 
1 1 5.2 Keeler, California Earthquake 1808 55.0 0.188 
2 2846 26.8 1.31 
3 2812 31.0 1.55 
4 2816 33.2 0.73 
5 2824 44.9 1.19 
6 2818 45.8 1.13 
7 2822 51.3 0.55 
8 2829 57.2 0.45 
9 2830 61.2 0.41 
10 2845 71.1 0.33 
11 2833 72.6 0.51 
12 2849 77.4 0.46 
13 2825 90.3 0.26 
14 3 5.8 Guadalupe Victoria, Baja California, Mexico 5053 36.5 7.0 
15 5055 42.4 25.7 
16 5058 49.7 17.8 
17 5057 51.0 21.6 
18 5060 65.9 5.3 
19 4 5.1 Guadalupe Victoria; Baja California 5054 36.8 0.72 
. 
20 5053 39.8 0.84 
57 
21 5055 50.4 0.34 
22 464 51.9 0.70 
23 5028 56.0 1.69 
24 5 5.1 Guadalupe Victoria, Baja California, Mexico 5053 39.9 7.64 
25 5055 51.0 1.69 
26 464 52.3 4.08 
27 5028 56.3 5.89 
28 5060 73.4 0.78 
29 5061 88.0 0.68 
30 6 5.1 Guadalupe Victoria, Baja California, Mexico 5053 44.0 2.75 
31 5055 54.9 1.14 
32 464 56.3 1.80 
33 5028 60.4 2.96 
34 5060 77.4 0.75 
35 5061 91.9 0.40 
36 2023 14.2 1.02 
37 1133 26.6 0.77 
38 1133 26.6 1.64 
39 1133 26.7 1.28 
40 1133 26.9 0.84 
41 1133 26.9 0.73 
42 5449 25.1 12.70 
43 5286 36.3 5.65 
44 5409 40.4 2.63 
45 5036 40.8 1.15 
46 5275 41.3 0.45 
47 5438 44.4 1.60 
48 5429 44.8 4.44 
49 5265 45.3 1.89 
50 5328 46.2 1.21 
51 5371 46.2 1.48 
52 5337 48.1 1.88 
53 5229 48.7 1.91 
58 
54 5037 50.3 0.58 
55 5336 54.7 1.42 
56 5031 54.8 1.46 
57 5243 57.0 1.95 
58 5422 67.9 1.70 
59 5421 69.9 1.10 
60 637 73.5 2.54 
61 5424 73.7 2.82 
62 5289 75.2 0.49 
63 720 76.4 0.81 
64 5426 77.4 1.73 
65 5029 87.7 1.26 
66 5071 110.1 0.75 
67 · 9 5;1 Ludlow, California Earthquake 5071 86.0. 0.363 
68 5161 104.7 0.458 
69 5337 109.7 0.549 
70 13 5.4 Baja California, Mexico Earthquake 5053 47.3 1.26 
71 464 59.3 1.03 
72 5028 63.4 1.23 
73 2825 35.6 4.90 
74 2832 54.7 1.24 
75 2829 63.2 1.92 
76 . 2849 67.6 1.50 
77 2824 78.2 1.97 
78 2845 79.5 1.70 
79 2839 101.4 0.77 
80 2817 105.6 0.81 
81 15 5 New Mexico, NM Earthquake 2313 33.4 0.39 
82 16 5.2 Anza, CA Earthquake 5223 5.1 9.38 
83 5372 10.0 7.80 
84 5231 10.2 3.72 
85 5044 11.5 7.28 
86 5222 18.2 13.30 
59 
87 5047 26.4 9.92 
88 5220 44.2 0.82 
89 5435 46.0 1.22 
90 5069 46.9 2.40 
91 5289 48.3 0.87 
92 5300 80.2 0.86 
93 5300 80.7 1.28 
94 17 5.3 Northeast of Hawai' i Island, HI Earthquake 2833 51.0 0.96 
95 2832 52.1 1.04 
96 2825 54.6 1.12 
97 2818 78.5 0.82 
98 2846 98.1 0.26 
99 2824 109.6 0.23 
100 18 5.1 Obsidian Butte, CA Earthquake 5062 2.0 12.00 
101 5061 11 .3 3.82 
102 5271 23.2 0.64 
103 286 28.7 0.70 
104 464 42.8 1.12 
105 5055 45.6 0.56 
106 5375 49.5 0.27 
107 5053 56.1 0.38 
108 20 5.5 Adobe Hills, CA Earthquake 2001 50.5 0.652 
109 21 5.4 Adobe Hills, CA Earthquake 2001 59.5 0.348 
110 22 6 Parkfield, CA Earthquake GFU 3.2 6.0 
111 UPSAR01 11.6 10.5 
112 UPSAR03 11 .6 10.4 
113 UPSAR05 11 .6 17.3 
114 UPSAR07 11 .6 18.5 
115 UPSAR09 11 .6 17.5 
116 UPSAR12 11 .6 19.9 
117 UPSAR13 11 .6 17.4 
118 WFU 12.4 9.9 
119 VFU 18.8 22.4 
60 
120 KFU 19.2 10.7 
121 MFU 19.3 29.4 
122 RFU 23.8 1.8 
123 1747 35.7 6.0 
124 1083 64.3 1.2 
125 23 5 Keene, .CA Earthquake 1035 31.4 0.81 
126 1809 100.1 0.49 
127 24 5 Parkfield, CA Aftershock 1083 79.4 0.254 
128 25 5.4 Big Bear City, California Earthquake 5300 31.4 2.3 
129 5300 32.0 0.5 
130 5071 38.2 1.5 
131 5336 38.8 1.2 
132 5161 38.8 1.2 
133 5337 45.2 0.8 
134 5373 45.5 1.2 
135 5326 45.9 1.00 
136 5245 46.5 0.7 
137 129 48.0 0.8 
138 5371 49.0 0.6 
139 5328 49.1 1.3 
140 5341 50.6 1.0 
141 5330 51.6 0.5 
142 5265 52.1 0.7 
143 5036 54.9 0.2 
144 5324 56.0 0.4 
145 5043 72.0 0.2 
146 5222 79.0 0.2 
147 5032 88.7 0.3 
148 27 5.7 California-Baja California Border Earthquake 5053 44.9 5.13 
149 5058 57.2 3.46 
150 5060 79.7 1.01 
151 5061 94.4 1.38 
152 5062 102.1 0.82 
61 
153 29 5.1 Anza, CA Ear:thquake 5223 10.5 2.58 
154 5044 12.4 2.32 
155 5372 15.5 5.31 
156 5160 15.8 1.59 
157 5043 24.2 1.37 
158 5222 24.7 2.86 
159 5270 41.3 1.64 
160 5069 47.7 0.44 
161 5289 54.6 0.46 
162 5071 60.3 0.53 
163 817 85.2 0.19 
164 5037 85.7 0.14 
165 5300 86.1 0.27 
166 5328 92.6 0.28 
167 5161 95.1 0.27 
168 5336 96.2 0.30 
169 5373 98.9 0.42 
170 5337 100.6 0.63 
171 5327 102.2 0.28 
172 5028 120.6 0.24 
173 464 124.9 0.56 
174 30 5.1 Big Bear Lake, CA Earthquake 5300 24.1 1;69 
175 5300 24.8 1.66 
176 5336 30.4 0.84 
177 5161 30.5 1.06 
178 5373 37.1 1.03 
179 129 40.1 1.28 
180 5037 41.2 0.25 
181 5328 41.2 2.09 
182 5341 42.4 0.80 
183 5071 42.9 2.38 
184 5330 43.1 0.36 
185 5265 44.0 0.38 
62 
186 5409 50.4 0.89 
187 720 80.5 0.32 
188 32 5 Yountville, CA Earthquake 1759 33 1.19 
189 1722 44 0.56 
190 1737 51 0.41 
191 1691 58 1.71 
192 1678 64 0.36 
193 1774 69 0.48 
194 1755 70 0.60 
195 1690 73 1.27 
196 1689 85 1.45 
197 1785 93 1.08 -
198 1002 95 0.93 
Appendix B- Input Data for SHAKE 91 
Table C1 
The PGAs for Big Bear Earthquake. (USGS. 2007) 
2000 Pts. @ 0.01 sec 
.000506 .000840 -.000028 -.002125 -.001085 .005245 .003157 -.005281 
-.004795 .005856 .006291 -.004678 -.004235 .003376 .001245 -.005702 
-.002620 .003526 -.002200 -.001001 .013288 .008617 -.014524 -;020351 
.005007 .023612 .012727 -.008181-.021701-.011362 .005906 .007741 
-.001723 -.000357 .012950 .009359 -.001839 .004245 .005602 -.013471 
-.029404 -.018866 .013589 .026805 .014620 .001611 -.004149 -.004382 
.003668 .011497 -.001203 -.014753 -.013946 -.004908 .011061 .009378 
-.007704 -.010892 .004263 .015317 .006705 -.006824-.000070 .016922 
.018184 .000134 -.010336 .000846 .005677 -.005284 -.019587 -.019665 
-.004417 .015053 .022589 .009650 -.009272 -.004275 .029305 .043614 
.009687 -.022389 -.002957 .016115 -.001430 -.015926 -.014437 -.012363 
-.014125 -.004726 .011479 .006237 .001812 .031717 .039055 .001200 
-.027767 -.024008 -.012695 -.003364 .019719 .022309 .003382 -.010494 
-.015700 -.000981 .013764 .017424 .010521 .004449 .014560 .035078 
.030435 .001767 -.002090 .004208 -.014184 -.044402 -.051275 -.017792 
.025438 .039328 .029369 .014557 -.010781-.030227 -.015338 -.008781 
-.023548 -.011206 .002675 .001703 .005022 .019787 .026690 .023473 
.017649 -.010091-.037331-.033214 .007709 .058259 .083130 .048308 
63 
-.002431-.033177 -.037521-.017651 .010716 .031898 .016861-.021338 
-.053547 -.046874 -.001885 .049353 .059587 .012108 -.057605 -.080169 
-.039860 .022791 .061202 .060126 .013772 -.041915 -.019372 .044028 
.072774 .048312 .006671-.011982 -.014750 -.017873 -.017100 -.005904 
-.000918 -.003387 .015803 .035589 .005805 -.036578 -.038856 -.000907 
.028825 .011981-.031202 -.051650 -.031299 .019016 .042660 .027135 
.020258 -.000327 -.041092 -.039582 .005644 .044729 .045740 .008382 
-.021817 -.024570 -.000755 .010875 -.005404 -.022152 -.021778 -.008719 
-.011399 -.029639 -.022976 .011090 .030191 .038938 .049995 .029354 
-.008102 -.011731-.001168 -.015410 -.041551-.065837 -.091774 -.104727 
-.107939 -.092000 -.049402 .012392 .056280 .062627 .063720 .085101 
.105851 .109026 .111479 .119846 .146270 .159785 .140512 .104843 
.058427 .002066 -.050102 -.068828 -.068757 -.083798 -.108176 -.119583 
-.117377 -.117995 -.121201 -.116672 -.107077 -.098923 -.097692 -.096916 
-.094667 -.086540 -.052239 .014596 .087515 .124742 .101342 .061325 
.047390 .058861 .058331 .018839 -.044484 -.096245 -.092148 -.042166 
.042396 .143154 .214291 .212014 .141670 .083862 .049012 .005415 
-.038544 -.086476 -.123080 -.133550 -.109058 -.060503 -.030555 -.031019 
-.044020 -.059316 -.074416 -.092257 -.108303 -.106467 -.086041·-.031519 
.046844 .132964 .192630 .199441 .188356 .183556 .176164 .146558 
.076444 -.032171-.141461-.230610 -.297078 -.331541-.326404 -.300648 
-.267279 -.224558 -.186740 -.145574 -.100490 -.071404 -.087896 -.138155 
-.173820 -.180265 -.146123 -.073642 .025767 .144973 .253700 .324147 
64 
.379939 .430517 .473974 .488104 .462904 .408798 .326316 .222563 
.071224 -.108385 -.258600 -.352720 -.390205 -.363671-.297198 -.251345 
-.252112 -.302824 -.377952 -.424423 -.412962 -.366614 -.315949 -.246281 
-.124451 .031819 .180386 .318678 .438808 .514299 .544759 .534201 
.509389 .488256 .474016 .451973 .399028 .321645 .219971 .095228 
-.027949 -.107922 -.119103 -.063606 .012225 .064897 .086318 .064567 
.013596 -.050482 -.118473 -.183126 -.223121-.227535 -.220143 -.207889 
-.200721-.191478 -.156888 -.097935 -.043339 -.014470 -.019000 -.041954 
-.068014 -.084530 -.089435 -.089652 -.093004 -.091820 -.063582 -.034673 
-.012822 .023953 .074700 .130497 .196047 .246711 .251826 .207802 
.122297 .042389 .005316 .001745 .000568 .001617 .007048 -.002042 
-.014115 -.006904 .005940 -.010167 -.052679 -.112227 -.159320 -.183768 
-.210228 -.203841 -.148196 -.076071 -.014060 .025536 .048792 .074997 
.102936 .103338 .078303 .039837 -.002031-.038905 -.059569 -.071373 
-.080241 -.073702 -.073869 -.063782 -.020968 .026930 .052111 .060496 
.072819 .080577 .071199 .036562 .015928 .028392 .052526 .077396 
.091218 .090724 .078980 .047411 -.014208 -.065226 -.075395 -.055875 
-.041880 -.055830 -.079877 -.094879 -.094505 -.078426 -.048354 -.017210 
.001662 .016098 .033899 .069667 .123837 .163380 .176847 .175421 
.167285 .149199 .131439 .121299 .113932 .120897 .123165 .085116 
.029219 -.009686 -.036741 -.071971-.123580 -.184577 -.233638 -.256378 
-.235272 -.176699 -.104483 -.029964 .038996 .105008 .150878 .160206 
.138521 .090757 .036623 -.014369 -.056420 -.078716 -.077103 -.060119 
65 
-.053483 -.070906 -.090873 -.073544 -.018071 .046423 .097609 .116184 
.096077 .057524 .022910 .010511 .016443 .022926 .033596 .064822 
.099364 .104485 .090821 .074489 .053429 .031719 .001689 -.038223 
-.091006 -.137399 -.166635 -.196976 -.231599 -.254586 -.245961-.213395 
-.187058 -.172509 -.138100 -.067869 .023635 .113788 .181912 .208215 
.191681 .126305 .044610 -.018259 -.035542 -.008493 .043169 .096277 
.120342 .126833 .127950 .119664 .101496 .069737 .034582 .003805 
-.045322 -.115386 -.176057 -.206751-.212824 -.205571-.177456 -.120822 
-.040355 .045646 .116258 .174177 .193869 .159459 .080009 -.007763 
-.074857 -.105843 -.102285 -.076112 -.015963 .060937 .144009 .188671 
.161289 .079096 -.015086 -.080750 -.119840 -.149785 -.168569 -.166034 
-.150294 -.115750 -;057705 .020449 .089598 .134545 .150965 .157851 
.158475 .120190 .054682 -.005863 -.045814 -.059278 -.039347 -.010587 
.016840 .058150 .099260 .081507 -.016004 -.111309 -.176665 -.226482 
-.245779 -.237845 -.193142 -.113151-.020321 .059632 .109350 .117015 
.085451 .069235 .084568 .094694 .086447 .074942 .070660 .088358 
.107076 .103018 .062777 -.003974 -.047321 -.061275 -.059890 -.048756 
-.024183 .013633 .045766 .041429 .003255 -.036022 -.037438 -.015013 
-.015482 -.033737 -.031758 .006402 .062494 .105788 .121324 .117809 
.077423 .009934 -.044026 -.053470 -.021961 .006313 .014366 .017928 
.034839 .066501 .105299 .123311 .087750 .000752 -.084441-.134339 
-.164803 -.152999 -.099888 -.038221 .012898 .046363 .062997 .064151 
.046182 -.008355 -.065759 -.102416 -.122207 -.122539 -.105620 -.068189 
66 
-.018074 .024732 .046219 .061875 .091270 .121047 .119223 .071447 
.013557 -.013326 -.026408 -.047425 -.067185 -.041909 .018119 .046131 
.030718 -.012955 -.052040 -.064503 -.053802 -.031152 -.011907 -.016068 
-.030956 -.051223 -.069367 -.075150 -.079057 -.075672 -.047439 -.003786 
.019138 .018746 .013575 .026780 .048351 .055565 .066850 .088976 
.120189 .149852 .156417 .144047 .115608 .071253 .015043 -.031270 
-.063159 -.076448 -.066912 -.041793 -.018034 -.015138 -.028501-.027637 
-.011332 .008540 .022746 .026937 .028151 .020126 -.005976 -.051449 
-.104184 -.141654 -.167568 -.198911-.226941-.263522 -.287584 -.273404 
-.220117 -.154675 -.096622 -.045623 .006288 .065523 .131069 .192314 
.247043 .291134 .319361 .353311 .376689 .360514 .290161 .199964 
.120348 .044654 -.028296 -.093741-.137907 -.159951 -.182627 -.206785 
-.214366 -.200123 -.176390 -.151036 -.107605 -.030765 .075903 .171287 
.216713 .203258 .123393 .040544 .017976 .062713 .116104 .144933 
.157489 .142243 .128863 .130752 .150639 .149558 .092069 -.010890 
-.120345 -.217310 -.280230 -.271214 -.223933 -.193522 -.170624 -.144917 
-.127548 -.087084 -.022646 .020389 .014140 -.004103 -.001542 .000846 
-.002603 -.005897 -.010443 -.013003 .005574 .052796 .110757 .149922 
.159727 .157492 .160236 .152370 .143797 .157844 .186337 .206617 
.196288 .138460 .045574 -.028166 -.067264 -.095424 -.118956 -.135980 
-.150806 -.151003 -.136694 -.123394 -.115403 -.114416 -.105305 -.083297 
-.067941 -.080480 -.112243 -.140155 -.148888 -.120501-.057484 -.003402 
.006710 -.003408 .013009 .050484 .094445 .138020 .170291 .186404 
67 
.170637 .123153 .079341 .065082 .058327 .033311-.003161-.038112 
-.065162 -.083906 -.101876 -.111574 -.122916 -.138089 -.153257 -.170022 
-.176787 -.150954 -.101418 -.047677 -.000979 .041458 .099097 .155499 
.189143 .177963 .143388 .118246 .096761 .062675 .012685 -.023940 
-.017672 -.000965 .000512 .002157 .013367 .035131 .053164 .049051 
.015499 -.023147 -.058414 -.091429 -.112178 -.121227 -.123817 -.105313 
-.053532 .018592 .100607 .168557 .204452 .216635 .207981 .174911 
.124220 .051381-.035956 -.110297 -.152790 -.160433 -.149270 -.130009 
-.103783 -.075636 -.029251 .033403 .074278 .084814 .057065 .006145 
-.034178 -.055188 -.072042 -.094431 -.098849 -.081531 -.050243 -.015099 
.027105 .049639 .051888 .069626 .090733 .090578 .061806 .025697 
.023646 .068373 .113378 .133725 .122580 .101663 .069930 .018204 
-.055229 -.139025 -.207778 -.247436 -.252078 -.232568 -.200616 -.158013 
-.109490 -.071868 -.049641 -.034805 -.008789 .027322 .061755 .090119 
.105909 .101020 .074776 .032429 -.020080 -.044403 -.037629 -.034904 
-.045811-.057142 -.026301 .040752 .100958 .146725 .178360 .195590 
.197408 .168916 .128958 .103666 .087705 .060401 .011631 -.053626 
-.110187 -.158414 -.205642 -.244003 -.265278 -.263403 -.252055 -.214687 
-.161370 -.115232 -.076461-.039594 -:005452 .029579 .063715 .090783 
.119482 .153420 .160393 .124878 .080234 .038967 .019548 .021316 
.030534 .036373 .031553 .017224 -.003097 -.032969 -.064961 -.068131 
-.032933 .022331 .067549 .097956 .126676 .161629 .182188 .174429 
.139890 .096500 .059258 .022353 -.017089 -.057222 -.095763 -.132720 
68 
-.167417 -.191107 -.179786 -.132999 -.065795 .004093 .063609 .104532 
.114416 .099660 .070776 .030722 .001338 -.013373 -.032673 -.055859 
-.063258 -.035249 .019826 .062280 .077386 .071923 .062663 .059367 
.047634 .018589 -.018866 -.042188 -.039797 -.024883 -.006413 .014489 
.033599 .044800 .045881 .047822 .054802 .050886 .022211 -.009100 
-.024447 -.032564 -.022347 .007432 .033901 .023911 -.013762 -.050242 
-.077613 -.084910 -.073032 -.059255 -.057289 -.055422 -.049050 -.025054 
.007909 .026111 .020365 .013482 .025294 .041455 .038426 .008206 
-.019948 -.023494 -.008487 .003417 .002866 -.004905 -.007558 .003729 
.009739 -.006376 -.031811 -.039327 -.026054 -.015586 -.015086 -.017577 
.002222 .043964 .081921 .076381 .045303 .029398 .023084 .014795 
-.011944 -.041990 -.051082 -.033392 -.017370 -.006932 -.002174 .003095 
.009745 .001788 -.012779 -.024921-.033466 -.045082 -.051404 -.054355 
-.057556 -.055945 -.041333 -.004791 .030960 .049874 .060322 .064841 
.063724 .056055 .046674 .045105 .052729 .067853 .087478 .087521 
.062126 .025044 -.016664 -.047282 -.058551 -.062075 -.063618 -.057485 
-.047001-.042031-.045244 -.044899 -.039032 -.036840 -.038714 -.042613 
-.042413 -.039031-.030946 -.015158 .005161 .025185 .046592 .071230 
.083234 .086576 .084063 .076869 .080116 .091929 .084711 .057778 
.028072 .011502 .022071 .041075 .047292 .031785 .008678 -.011020 
-.032786 -.049147 -.050857 -.047680 -.049149 -.049971 -.033253 -.000108 
.031019 .050871 .049676 .025446 .004951 .001668 .002603 -.006351 
-.031663 -.054591-.060581-.045952 -.016188 .021868 .051405 .064372 
69 
.070240 .077362 .078259 .056705 .021036 -.018326 -.047527 -.066552 
-.086738 -.107719 -.113079 -.089494 -.037932 .021320 .056267 .063765 
.062146 .061917 .066824 .078027 .073013 .044992 -.003451-.056105 
-.096721-.124164 -.137289 -.112795 -.044700 .020382 .057786 .063429 
.047373 .024031 -.004483 -.028003 -.038710 -.036342 -.031010 -.033856 
-.041618 -.025767 .017768 .054629 .081080 .089577 .076819 .048814 
.012376 -.018557 -.042399 -.072094 -.105882 -.131602 -.143215 -.134872 
-.104016 -.057165 -.010766 .031431 .065345 .087810 .089489 .066928 
.028107 -.012249 -.046656 -.070852 -.079848 -.080597 -.075534 -.066633 
-.054296 -.037260 -.013434 .011478 .021416 .018506 .011820 .013044 
.025613 .041323 .055984 .067131 .082440 .105477 .120031 .111216 
.080817 .038725 -.004591-.043701-.077622 -.102619 -.114622 -.113041 
-.094667 -.057154 -.011579 .013088 -.004933 -.052167 -.093541 -.110578 
-.100687 -.066789 -.020969 .018876 .050448 .079112 .105304 .133184 
.155520 .149889 .108081 .043262 -.018798 -.053621 -.048274 -.021551 
.000023 .013327 .021064 .022223 .016621 .004461 -.013164 -.026694 
-.036791-.052031 -.063214 -.055699 -.033375 -.002291 .032596 .063022 
.093870 .121991 .136043 .133763 .103992 .052564 .000720 -.042028 
-.065869 -.067785 -.056837 -.033234 .000810 .032038 .053462 .049091 
.005268 -.046286 -.082289 -.102189 -.110390 -.105655 -.086250 -.060887 
-.034125 -.012759 .003445 .013396 .020280 .026374 .026417 .019500 
.010801 .009785 .021309 .032928 .04054 7 .052861 .068230 .070796 
.055105 .034274 .015349 -.004793 -.029504 -.053383 -.065531-.058531 
70 
-.033791 .000744 .031334 .047920 .044702 .018481-.016358 -.045907 
-.063269 -.065525 -.059087 -.043769 -.010298 .029086 .054095 .063137 
.065719 .069815 .074299 .073877 .064435 .046079 .017623 -.011660 
-.033622 -.043283 -.038500 -.030224 -.025822 -.024878 -.024859 -.020267 
-.014120 -.014396 -.021389 -.032344 -.031743 -.010575 .015183 .032867 
.036525 .030057 .022907 .016942 .006546 -.008422 -.016766 -.018716 
-.022450 -.022588 -.015316 -.006716 -.004294 -.013797 -.029024 -.034929 
-.019760 .004484 .018284 .017935 .007652 -.005751-.013784-.017543 
-.014597 -.001211 .013782 .024185 .025641 .024410 .025139 .012833 
-.013687 -.032208 -.027143 -.012933 -.015308 -.032851 -.047077 -.049033 
-.039363 -.013094 .026562 .063996 .086519 .090032 .077732 .045396 
.006225 -,018383 -.030266 -.035782 -.042091-.049232 -.045224 -.029309 
-.003741 .021393 .033096 .024143 .005574 -.011145 -.019652 -.022081 
-.025442 -.032259 -.045260 -.051535 -.043456 -.024576 -.007490 .001430 
.008860 .024159 .036842 .044478 .047138 .036926 .012226 -.012873 
-.022165 -.019542 -.012897 -.004638 .008838 .024484 .036943 .045685 
.053411 .055391 .041958 .017721 -.007723 -.032397 -.048791 -.052800 
-.044422 -.028183 -.011364 .002833 .014793 .021147 .019283 .011470 
.003725 .001826 .008825 .020983 .034319 .044845 .044333 .033591 
.021998 .006844 -.012929 -.024408 -.017834 .001554 .011588 .002577 
-.014379 -.025646 -.028164 -.029832 -.033528 -.038192 -.039764 -.035347 
-.027711 -.016659 -.003097 .008058 .015994 .021342 .025132 .028434 
.029216 .028268 .031030 .031453 .024952 .017005 .013747 .011817 
71 
.003337 -.003089 -.000274 .002680 -.004354 -.011856 -.010250 -.004227 
-.004856 -.014361-.027352 -.032811-.026602 -.006619 .017137 .026521 
.025236 .021933 .012459 -.005249 -.019379 -.022571 -.013713 -.002111 
.004498 .005050 .001972 .000169 .002783 .004604 .000765 -.004614 
-.010385 -.017642 -.025308 -.027797 -.010626 .020354 .042470 .050887 
.047454 .033547 .013405 -.004169 -.013850 -.020861 -.024880 -.025606 
-.028661 -.029236 -.024076 -.014553 .002247 .019426 .026320 .023443 
.012984 .000513 -.009722 -.018588 -.024454 -.029369 -.030259 -.021792 
-.004473 .017210 .032787 .036330 .030904 .016688 -.003184 -.019334 
-.023484 -.010196 .010485 .023917 .026946 .023141 .014994 .003382 
-.008294 -.013286 -.011755 -.010385 -.010075 -.010822 -.011286 -.010345 
-.008168 -.004294 .002615 .009104 .012672 .010862 .010585 .020751 
.032986 .034643 .020777 .005352 -.003997 -.012297 -.017025 -.015864 
-.014203 -.017820 -.029389 -.042034 -.050488 -.047127 -.034216 -.021200 
-.006529 .012563 .030371 .040974 .041636 .034887 .027285 .017296 
.004333 -.009903 -.018666 -.020936 -.022331-.022870 -.020499 -.016172 
-.015221 -.013307 -.005017 .005996 .016021 .013282 .000580 -.007900 
-.005964 .000568 .002632 .000882 -.001857 -.004078 -.000742 .009183 
.014345 .009799 -.002361-.012213 -.014178 -.013477 -.009568 -.001628 
.005403 .013351 .023606 .029323 .028785 .021038 .009234 .000195 
-.005890 -.009216 -.013759 -.020827 -.023124 -.019743 -.015053 -.013112 
-.015100 -.014588 -.001510 .013520 .012730 -.000472 -.009379 -.004544 
.002556 .001657 -.001114 -.001858 -.003240 -.004157 .000248 .004427 
72 
.002172 -.001257 -.001050 -.001082 -.005263 -.006384 -.000485 .003518 
.001029 -.002963 -.001683 .003786 .005687 .008447 .016685 .026919 
.032785 .028056 .014301 -.002310 -.016259 -.027962 -.033150 -.027766 
-.017759 -.011684-.009134 -.005312 .002871 .012285 .010256 -.001169 
-.007171-.001983 .003623 .006729 .009413 .012224 .016125 .019246 
.028493 .041677 .046166 .039016 .027971 .016235 .003479 -.009726 
-.020399 -.027679 -.028122 -.023650 -.017789 -.010656 -.003214 .003189 
.012880 .025655 .034818 .033100 .017310 -.000488 -.009318 -.003994 
.007059 .008722 .000390 -.006214 -.004381 .003783 .014955 .024832 
.025585 .018823 .008921-.007073 -.024291 -.038944 -.046710 -.042061 
-.025816 -.003265 .015071 .022008 .020467 .013413 .002345 -.006174 
-.007431 -.000115 .010592 .016035 .012822 .012288 .019082 .023499 
.017988 .007345 .003541-.001620 -.014427 -.023139 -.020459 -.013274 
-.011756 -.014033 -.010561-.003501 .000085 .001524 .001721 .003625 
.004567 .002176 -.003133 -.006235 .000398 .011008 .017957 .020347 
.018807 .008645 -.008328 -.023551 -.028998 -.028204 -.027918 -.026760 
-.020801 -.007958 .004888 .011646 .014978 .020217 .020973 .010382 
-.007118 -.016175 -.015845 -.017630 -.019961-.018548 -.010173 .002910 
.016494 .029177 .036928 .034156 .018625 -.004792 -.023148 -.031573 
-.033402 -.030020 -.019643 -.004167 .011353 .020950 .021724 .016146 
.007296 -.000920 -.007479 -.011693 -.020891-.035053 -.043365 -.038733 
-.022976 -.004091 .009082 .014832 .014688 .008692 .001419 -.005709 
-.011182 -.013133 -.008316 .002872 .011392 .011071 .002643 -.010240 
73 
-.018950 -.018373 -.009733 .001965 .010452 .012541 .007305 -.001021 
-.007626 -.007426 -.003319 .001622 .004315 .006274 .009682 .010427 
Table C2 
The PGAsfor Imperial Valley Earthquake.(USGS, 2007) 
3800 pts. @ 0.005 sec 
-.005810 -.005910 -.006020 -.005740 -.003870 -.002010 -.000150 .001013 
.001704 .003480 .004449 .002204 .000700 -.000300 -.000690 -.001070 
-.001450 -.000960 .000100 .001378 .002551 .003306 .003439 .003153 
.002949 .002673 .002051 .001663 .001449 .000500 -.000410 -.000480 
-.000470 -.000410 -.000400 -.000050 .001704 .002673 .003112 .003306 
.003490 .003929 .004102 .004102 .003551 .002898 .002398 .001806 
.001133 .000400 -.000210 -.000280 -.000270 -.000210 -.000250 -.000150 
.000600 .000567 .000011 .000000 -.000063 -.000880 -.001300 -.001470 
-.000600 .000413 .000976 .001765 .002714 .002949 .002837 .002031 
.001571 .001347 .001153 .000926 .000550 .000367 .000311 -.000050 
-.000230 .000650 .001071 .001184 .002153 .002949 .002204 .001663 
.001276 .001204 .001276 .001653 .002337 .003224 .003398 .003265 
.002582 .001837 .001061 .000000 -.000980 -.001350 -.001900 -.002570 
-.002810 -.002930 -.003050 -.003000 -.002840 -.001810 -.000330 .002000 
.004327 .006643 .006153 .005327 .005939 .006276 .006214 .005857 
.005204 .003704 .002173 .000613 -.000850 -.002100 -.002600 -.002620 
-.001940 -.001900 -.002040 -.002270 -.002450 -.002580 -.001980 -.001200 
74 
-.000510 .000226 .001041 .001867 .002704 .004643 .004837 .002398 
.004398 .005357 .004745 .004245 .003806 ·.003551 .003173 .002612 
.001786 .000901 .000400 -.000100 -.000600 -.001060 -.001500 -.001940 
-.001810 -.000800 -.000200 .000300 .000238 .000222 .000278 -.000230 
-.001100 -.001480 -.001970 -.002630 -.002710 -.002400 -.001460 -.000720 
-.000280 .000312 .001001 .001561 .002031 .002153 .002163 .002102 
.002439 .002735 .002929 .002929 .002806 .002469 .002163 .001980 
.002031 .002255 .002153 .002010 .002071 .002102 .002102 .001398 
.000538 -.000280 -.001240 -.002310 -.004420 -.006320 -.007380 -.007850 
-.007910 -.007800 -.007260 -.005000 -.002630 -.000190 .002102 .004010 
.004571 .005306 .006306 .005439 .004102 .003724 .003378 .003061 
.002510 .001898 .001214 .001051 .001673 .001847 .001898 .001592 
.001378 .001316 .000767 .000100 .000851 .001929 .003480 .004439 
.005000 .005939 .006327 .005878 .005255 .004500 .003439 .002673 
.002337 .002235 .002306 .002306 .001653 .000025 -.000970 -.001810 
-.001990 -.002080 -.002020 -.002190 -.002500 -.002690 -.002830 -.002880 
-.002270 -.001200 -.000089 .000963 .001776 .001918 .001602 .002214 
.002663 .002480 .002133 .001694 .001602 .001561 .001378 .001265 
.001214 .000751 .000338 .000526 .000434 .000156 -.000150 -.000410 
-.000480 -.000830 -.001390 -.002050 -.002640 -.002830 -.002700 -.002370 
-.001450 -.000430 .000400 .001204 .001949 .002276 .002500 .002378 
.002173 .001867 .001531 .001204 .000951 .000801 .000801 .000613 
.000300 -.000590 -.001260 -.001000 -.000600 -.000100 .000650 .001480 
75 
.002367 .002949 .003082 .004388 .006000 .005061 .004235 .003571 
.002255 .000500 -.000500 -.001540 -.002650 -.002720 -.002100 -.000880 
.000400 .001898 .002867 .003480 .004000 .004255 .003541 .003153 
.003276 .003480 .003704 .003510 .003133 .002469 .002010 .001704 
.000951 .000367 .000033 -.000550 -.001300 -.001580 -.001650 -.000900 
-.000500 -.000330 -.000150 .000067 .000400 .000450 .000075 -.000400 
-.000900 -.000900 -.000830 -.000670 -.000410 -.000100 .000526 .000500 
-.000500 -.001120 -.001500 -.002000 -.002350 -.002100 -.001630 -.001020 
-.000550 -.000130 .000200 .000426 .000488 .001082 .001806 .002173 
.002133 .001469 .000638 -.000300 -.000800 -.001410 -.002190 -.002840 
-.003400 -.003850 -.004270 -.004580 -.004740 -.004800 -.003510 -.001900 
-.000510 .000751 .001500 .001765 .001714 .001398 .000934 .000100 
-.001030 -.002590 -.004100 -.005600 -.006600 -.007370 -.007180 -.006910 
-.006570 -.005970 -.005310 -.004170 -.003210 -.002490 -.002000 -.001660 
-.001100 -.000520 -.000130 .000345 .000956 .001122 .001001 .001061 
.001020 .000634 -.000230 -.001790 -.002680 -.003400 -.003280 -.003020 
-.002580 -.001570 -.000180 .000300 .000500 .000500 .000434 .000267 
-.000400 -.001400 -.001790 -.002160 -.002480 -.002810 -.003130 -.002580 
-.001810 -.000550 .000511 .001286 .002337 .003561 .003755 .003694 
.003643 .003582 .003531 .003480 .003429 .003602 .003939 .004541 
.005204 .005316 .005306 .004806 .004204 .003541 .002898 .002020 
.000134 -.001600 -.003100 -.005540 -.008200 -.009020 -.008400 -.005610 
-.002940 -.000320 .002735 .005908 .008235 .010204 .010816 .011633 
76 
.012755 .013061 .013163 .013265 .013469 .013776 .012959 .011429 
.009071 .006776 .004653 .002378 .000000 -.000560 -.000850 -.000067 
.000276 -.000038 .000611 .001500 .000750 .000011 -.000710 -.001000 
-.001000 -.001610 -.001930 -.001050 -.000570 -.000350 .000200 .000534 
-.000300 -.001280 -.002460 -.003100 -.003600 -.005660 -.006500 -.005500 
-.003240 -.000120 .003347 .006908 .008214 .009071 .009235 .009010 
.008510 .005735 -.000630 -.005370 -.009700 -.010820 -.011220 -.010920 
-.010410 -.009600 -.009000 -.008250 -.006930 -.004340 -.000890 .002561 
.006000 .008337 .010204 .010306 .010306 .010143 .010020 .009908 
.009031 .007429 .004745 .002908 .001296 -.000013 -.000850 -.000960 
-.002880 -.006000 -.006900 -.007900 -.009330 -.009510 -.008840 -.009010 
-.008590 -.005040 -.000660 .004959 .008306 .010143 .010408 .009980 
.008367 .005908 .002153 -.002000 -.005370 -.003090 .000586 .004265 
.010714 .017449 .022449 .026939 .028878 .029184 .028367 .024184 
.019082 .013980 .011224 .008908 .007969 .007602 .008102 .008918 
.009806 .009684 .008133 .004439 -.000380 -.011940 -.024590 -.030710 
-.035610 -.034080 -.029590 -.022040 -.013670 -.001300 .005541 .011224 
.012449 .011837 .008398 .002112 -.009320 -.014590 -.018160 -.015820 
-.010610 -.004540 .002245 .007112 .011531 .010408 .008235 .004541 
.000500 -.003380 -.006260 -.008040 -.009090 -.009310 -.008670 -.005480 
-.002310 .000867 .001551 .001184 -.000930 -.004710 -.011020 -.016530 
-.020200 -.021020 -.018670 -.014080 -.009510 .002255 .013163 .022755 
.029694 .032755 .034184 .033163 .028265 .018265 .008102 -.001300 
77 
-.009360 -.016430 -.021740 -.023270 -.024080 -.023880 -.022140 -.019290 
-.009560 .000434 .010816 .017347 .021429 .022449 .021633 .018980 
.016531 .015204 .015204 .016020 .017551 .018980 .020102 .020816 
.021224 .019184 .016020 .011224 .005153 -.000360 -.002670 -.003900 
-.004400 -.005050 -.005380 -.004260 -.002600 -.000600 .000300 .000638 
-.000180 -.002000 -.004500 -.007560 -.010610 -.011840 -.007740 -.007570 
-.007050 -.006310 -.004750 -.003320 -.002380 -.001600 -.000930 -.000450 
.000025 .000650 .001367 .002143 .003500 .005255 .008010 .010408 
.012551 .012653 .012449 .013163 .012551 .009755 .003857 -.006360 
-.013270 -.018780 -.022040 -.025920 -.025920 -.024690 -.022650 -.018470 
-.011020 -.000210 .011429 .021122 .027347 .032143 .030816 .026633 
.020714 .012551 .005806 .001051 -.002000 -.004490 -.006430 -.005310 
-.002130 .001949 .006082 .009469 .011633 .012143 .008551 .003551 
-.003200 -.008350 -.012450 -.008350 -.003970 .000867 .005000 .008673 
.009755 .010000 .009439 .008806 .008051 .007459 .007071 .007408 
.007531 .007347 .006357 .005337 .005000 .003480 .000162 -.003600 
-.006850 -.007570 -.008260 -.008880 -.009460 -.009450 -.007130 -.005130 
-.003360 -.001360 .000700 .000888 -.000400 -.003900 -.010510-.017450 
-.023670 -.026020 -.027350 -.021220 -.013880 -.004830 .001765 .006714 
.008459 .009408 .008908 .007735 .005541 .004082 .002806 .002490 
.001847 .000726 .002235 .004398 .006092 .007153 .007276 .007439 
.007602 .006296 .005204 .004449 .004041 .003704 .. 005449 .006633 
.006939 .007316 .007704 .008765 .009255 .008878 .007786 .006500 
78 
.003500 -.000025 -.004340 -.009470 -.013670 -.010410 -.005650 -.000370 
.006765 .014388 .018571 .020000 .019796 .017449 .014286 .010408 
.006582 .002704 .000388 -.001760 -.003620 -.004450 -.005180 -.006570 
-.007240 -.006800 -.006100 -.005360 -.004630 -.003720 -.002540 -.002150 
-.002240 -.003430 -.005330 -.007700 -.008090 -.008430 -.008550 -.006360 
-.002600 .000790 .004082 .006959 .008439 .009010 .007755 .005724 
.002541 -.000850 -.004080 -.006460 -.008040 -.009100 -.007050 -.004950 
-.002700 -.001570 -.001200 -.003580 -.005860 -.007980 -.009200 -.009860 
-.009100 -.007910 -.006410 -.004650 -.002890 -.001330 -.000170 .000722 
.001051 .001255 .001500 .001561 .001500 -.000130 -.000950 -.000580 
-.003360 -.006630 -.008760 -.010510 -.012040 -.014080 -.014590 -.014080 
-.014390 -.015200 -.017040 -.016840 -.015310 -.015710 -.014490 -.010710 
-.003860 .003704 .007867 .011327 .011735 .011327 .010408 .009408 
.008602 .008102 .008408 .008908 .011020 .012959 .014796 .016735 
.018673 .017347 .015612 .013571 .007500 .002071-.000990 -.003560 
-.002340 -.002280 -.003970 -.004100 -.003950 -.004200 -.004420 -.004600 
-.003550 -.002280 -.000150 .003898 .002898 .001980 .001184 -.000270 
-.002710 -.005140 -.007580 -.010020 -.010310 -.010150 -.010920 -.011740 
-.012550 -.013880 -.015000 -.015820 -.015610 -.014590 -.011430 -.009380 
-.007980 -.003650 .000688 .002122 .002929 .003306 .003612 .003102 
.001347 -.001760 -.004920 -.006980 -.007920 -.008100 -.007980 -.007380 
-.006070 -.005600 -.005180 -.004050 -.002660 -.001100 -.000430 -.000210 
-.001790 -.002200 -.002220 -.001840 -.001430 -.000990 -.000400 .000250 
79 
.001001 .002388 .004204 .004582 .005184 .006112 .007357 .008592 
.009531 .010306 .011020 .011939 .012551 .012449 .013163 .014286 
.015204 .016122 .016735 .017551 .018061 .017041 .014388 .010714 
.003347 -.002980 -.008600 -.015000 -.019490 -.022760 -.024180 -.023060 
-.018160 -.012250 -.004860 .002031 .008592 .013061 .016327 .016327 
.016735 .017449 .017653 .017653 .017143 .017755 .018571 .017653 
.016327 .014694 .009510 .004602 .001347 -.002860 -.006910 -.009410 
-.012760 -.016740 -.017450 -.016220 -.012350 -.006580 -.000300 .007827 
.014286 .018265 .020408 .021327 .020918 .020000 .018367 .016327 
.013980 .008439 .004031 .000400 -.002970 -.006340 -.007150 -.006680 
-.003560 -.000440 .002684 .005806 .007082 .008153 .008408 .008357 
.008102 .006980 .006306 .006306 .006653 .007153 .007867 .009429 
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-.001970 -.002840 -.003400 -.004530 -.005180 -.005120 -.004500 -.003500 
-.003880 -.003880 -.003330 -.002920 -.002600 -.002980 -.003220 -.003280 
-.003560 -.004000 -.004940 -.005950 -.007060 -.008590 -.010410 -.013570 
-.016330 -.018470 -.020710 -.022550 -.023370 -.023270 -.022760 -.021840 
-.021020 -.021120 -.020510 -.019390 -.016120 -.012450 -.009880 -.007460 
-.005350 -.002970 -.000400 .002327 .004929 .007051 .008541 .009592 
.009653 .009245 .007929 .007204 .006867 .006857 .006653 .005408 
.004306 .003306 .003245 .003357 .004102 .003500 .002000 .001561 
.001255 .001500 .001184 .000500 -.000110 -.000940 -.002620 -.003640 
-.004200 -.004890 -.005630 -.006470 -.006470 -.005910 -.005470 -.005490 
-.006210 -.007410 -.008910 -.009910 -.010310 -.009890 -.009670 -.009600 
-.010820 -.011330 -.010920 -.009770 -.008200 -.007270 -.006200 -.004700 
-.002630 -.000190 .001500 .002847 .003571 .004480 .005663 .006398 
.007000 .007071 .006633 .005439 .004357 .003306 .003051 .002857 
.002745 .002143 .001204 -.000680 -.002400 -.003900 -.004430 -.004700 
92 
-.004890 -.005100 -.005360 -.005000 -.004500 -.003690 -.003050 -.002650 
-.002160 -.001600 -.001210 -.000740 .000075 .000738 .001296 .001520 
.001724 .001847 .002031 .002255 .002602 .002888 .002827 .002867 
.002980 .002398 .001622 .000751 -.000170 -.001110 -.001850 -.002510 
-.003080 -.003570 -.004010 -.003900 -.003680 -.003570 -.003480 -.003420 
-.003050 -.002830 -.003440 -.004260 -.005380 -.005950 -.006410 -.006910 
-.008030 -.010090 -.011940 -.013370 -.013470 -.013570 -.013780 -.013670 
-.013370 -.012860 -.012450 -.012140 -.011220 -.010100 -.008860 -.007240 
-.005070 -.003310 -.001810 -.000600 .000600 .002102 .003500 .004755 
.005582 .006306 .006806 .007265 .007653 .008071 .008510 .008837 
.009378 .010714 .011531 .011939 .012143 .012041 .011020 .010071 
.009184 .007806 .006520 .006082 .005071 .003684 .002847 .002388 
.002837 .003122 .003194 .003398 .003551 .003265 .003000 .002755 
.002612 .002500 .001001 -.001200 -.004450 -.006500 -.007980 -.008370 
-.008740 -.009040 -.009870 -.010820 -.013160 -.014390 -.013780 -.012040 
-.010100 -.008490 -.006910 -.005410 -.002870 .000356 .002949 .005143 
.006367 .007306 .007806 .008235 .008602 .008857 .008786 .008224 
.006724 .004602 .002163 -.000630 -.003940 -.005760 -.007200 -.007520 
-.007460 -.006850 -.006380 -.006000 -.003890 -.001680 .000876 .003102 
.005102 .006041 .006704 .008020 .008939 .009276 .008694 .007500 
.004878 .002776 .001459 .000356 -.000700 -.002450 -.004080 -.005520 
-.006560 -.007500 -.007260 -.006530 -.005080 -.003640 -.002200 -.002480 
-.003000 -.004500 -.005550 -.006310 -.006470 -.006610 -.006680 -.006840 
93 
-.007060 -.006760 -.006530 -.007150 -.007140 -.006690 -.007050 -.007820 
-.009380 -.010410 -.010610 -.010080 -.009310 -.008490 -.007490 -.006210 
-.004280 -.001900 -.000180 .001367 .002173 .002898 .003571 .004102 
.004561 .004837 .005051 .005184 .005071 .004908 .005031 .005235 
.005571 .005857 .006102 .006102 .006133 .006255 .005888 .005204 
.004929 .004714 .004776 .004704 .004541 .004051 .003469 .002776 
.002265 .001878 .001755 .001755 .002031 .002347 .002724 .002531 
.002204 .002143 .001949 .001571 .001500 .001500 .001500 .001480 
.001418 .001776 .002398 .003959 .005449 .006704 .007969 .009255 
.010714 .012245 .013673 .014898 .015510 .015306 .014490 .013776 
.012959 .012449 .011939 .011429 .011224 .011020 .011327 .011633 
.012143 .012857 .013571 .014592 .015408 .016122 .016224 .016224 
.015918 .015204 .013878 .012041 .009704 .007020 .004673 .002867 
.001480 .000200 -.000990 -.002100 -.003100 -.003520 -.003810 -.003750 
-.003860 -.004250 -.004700 -.005200 -.005870 -.006700 -.008200 -.008880 
-.009010 -.008610 -.008460 -.009200 -.009780 -.010200 -.009910 -.009260 
-.007970 -.006860 -.005980 -.005810 -.005810 -.004550 -.003270 -.001940 
-.000840 .000100 .000100 .000356 .001633 .002602 .003204 .003561 
.003867 .004143 .004704 .005255 .005541 .005204 .003949 .004061 
.004500 .004255 .004306 .004806 .004745 .004306 .004082 .003857 
.003602 .003122 .002500 .001837 .000901 -.001100 -.002030 -.002260 
94 
Table Ci 
The PG As for Loma P. Earthquake. (USGS, 2007). 
11 Loma P. Eqk 11 , 11Diamond Hts11,"H1_90 11,'1init. vel: 11 , 11 .307 c/s",Udisp: -0.016 cm" 
"Total No. of Points :",2000,"@ OT =",.02 
"Peak Acceleration (g) =",.1128945,"@Time (sec) :",10.92 
-0.001694 -0.001668 -0.000086 -0.001356 -0.000678 0.000700 -0.001209 -0.000604 
0.000730 0.000737 0.002496 0.004583 0.001644 0.001377 0.002408 -0.000352 
-0.001073 -0.000359 -0.000486 0.000344 0.000767 -0.002507 -0.003164 -0.002890 
-0.004086 0.000143 0.004340 0.003943 0.002350 -0.001087 -0.002345 0.001716 
-0.001943 -0.007436 -0.004493 0.000827 0.002915 0.003241 0.003055 0.002658 
0.000427 -0.004136 -0.003028 -0.000838 -0.002276 -0.001812 0.001115 0.003311 
0.001864 -0.000239 0.000791 0.000851-0.001547 -0.002527 0.000200 0.000655 
-0.000471 0.000688 0.000945 -0.000546 -0.002902 -0.003491-0.001628 -0.001385 
-0.003043 -0.001848 0.000875 0.000099 -0.001642 -0.003771 -0.002435 0.001233 
0.000819 -0.000807 -0.000241-0.001293 -0.005039 -0.000678 0.007648 0.008433 
0.004818 0.002257 0.000604 -0.001110 -0.008870 -0.011163 -0.004329 -0.003366 
-0.007247 -0.005439 -0.002484 -0.000915 0.002911 0.002304 -0.000665 -0.003886 
-0.001194 0.000960 0.0.00686 0.001837 0.003389 0.002882 0.003548 0.002697 
0.001076 0.002274 0.001608 0.000630 0.001862 -0.000294 -0.002319 0.000186 
0.001365 -0.000886 -0.004538 -0.003392 0.001014 0.001379 0.002100 0.007094 
0.002208 -0.002484 0.001616 0.003293 0.003662 0.004620 -0.000229 -0.001311 
0.002551 0.000860 -0.000537 -0.001242 -0.001721-0.001763 -0.002372 -0.002648 
0.000259 0.003633 0.004537 0.001823 -0.002995 -0.003562 -0.003144 -0.000344 
95 
0.003829 0.004396 0.001452 0.001899 0.004383 0.004011 0.000239 -0.001984 
-0.001388 -0.001846 -0.000132 0.005887 0.009513 0.009848 0.001360 -0.007753 
-0.005173 -0.000503 0.001653 0.003539 0.006998 0.006807 .0.003377 -0.000251 
-0.000654 -0.001472 -0.000127 -0.000155 -0.002503 -0.004025 -0.000711 0.005261 
0.005479 0.001935 -0.002359 -0.003332 -0.004193 -0.001785 0.001871 0.004474 
0.000611-0.005991-0.004130 -0.000614 0.000894 0.000391 -0.003241-0.003037 
0.000056 0.003188 0.003930 0.004174 0.001093 -0.002645 -0.004384 -0.005302 
-0.003192 -0.000471 0.001316 0.000414 0.000659 0.000613 0.002800 0.001639 
-0.003481 -0.004204 -0.004006 -0.002045 -0.000963 -0.000601 0.001067 0.004456 
0.003584 -0.000761 -0.002678 -0.004728 -0.003415 0.001026 0.004521 0.004340 
-0.000887 -0.005663 -0.001953 0.004278 0.003570 0.002758 0.005397 0.002853 
-0.000657 -0.001040 0.001224 0.001542 -0.001502 -0.001535 0.000096 -0.001752 
-0.003870 0.000750 0.001975 -0.000246 0.002258 0.001836 0.003462 0.005544 
-0.000380 -0.003984 -0.002286 -0.002177 -0.003739 -0.004571 -0.002984 -0.000183 
0.002044 0.001495 0.000289 0.000593 0.001428 0.004345 0.002685 -0.001390 
-0.000359 -0.001626 -0.002922 -0.001016 0.001172 0.004464 0.005217 0.002208 
0.001047 -0.000827 -0.001187 0.000507 0.000336 0.000019 -0.001311-0.002773 
-0.001880 -0.000511 -0.001214 -0.001891 0.000711 0.003728 0.005710 0.004480 
0.004184 0.002803 0.001455 0.001215 0.002295 0.000126 -0.006733 -0.006657 
-0.002528 -0.000628 -0.002312 -0.002247 -0.001140 -0.001689 -0.000899 0.000599 
0.000956 0.001614 0.001397 -0.000075 -0.001246 -0.000804 -0.004439 -0.005563 
-0.002228 0.003055 0.003269 -0.001274 0.000109 0.003038 0.003512 0.001718 
0.000778 0.000366 -0.001303 -0.003341 -0.004943 -0.005321 -0.002055 -0.002918 
96 
-0.002979 0.002682 0.003089 0.001132 0.000943 -0.000824 -0.000332 0.001003 
-0.001313 -0.002020 0.000714 -0.000649 -0.003094 -0.003129 -0.002937 -0.000076 
-0.000848 -0.002021 0.000052 0.001581-0.001095 -0.005456 -0.001731 0.000154 
-0.004414 -0.004524 -0.001166 -0.001168 -0.005872 -0.005656 -0.000991 0.001769 
0.000918 -0.001332 0.001839 0.003290 -0.003425 -0.007953 -0.004021 0.001497 
0.000948 -0.002342 -0.002784 0.000434 0.000878 -0.003241 -0.003914 -0.002610 
-0.001929 -0.003044 -0.004120 -0.003919 -0.005210 -0.004526 -0.007085 -0.012259 
-0.012238 -0.006059 0.005402 0.020569 0.036057 0.045097 0.045739 0.041771 
0.037582 0.031582 0.021626 0.010788 0.003231 -0.002315 -0.007514 -0.007418 
-0.000370 0.009306 0.008381-0.005028 -0.017140 -0.021963 -0.023338 -0.025274 
-0.030535 -0.034226 -0.028104 -0.018538 -0.012258 -0.008433 -0.000961 0.008535 
0.014380 0.013543 0.010685 0.012377 0.019994 0.026016 0.027201 0.026591 
0.030729 0.030882 0.018019 0.000653 -0.015281-0.027287 -0.034784 -0.037626 
-0.035639 -0.028025 -0.021897 -0.015036 -0.004768 0.004273 0.003743 -0.002573 
-0.008947 -0.008903 -0.007140 -0.004542 0.001555 0.002371-0.003230 -0.011758 
-0.018667 -0.020852 -0.015623 -0.007468 -0.000712 0.002343 0.002610 0.005275 
0.007688 0.009965 0.015151 0.020120 0.020391 0.016229 0.008886 0.002766 
-0.002068 -0.009660 -0.012533 -0.007249 0.000199 0.001665 -0.002091-0.008089 
-0.015438 -0.018187 -0.013849 -0.011179 -0.012852 -0.015029 -0.015793 -0.013632 
-0.008222 0.000634 0.004974 -0.002665 -0.013094 -0.014546 -0.008360 -0.000811 
0.002442 -0.000411-0.006186 -0.007842 -0.006664-0.006177 -0.010944 -0.017605 
-0.019400 -0.014764 -0.006262 0.008532 0.024251 0.030849 0.030493 0.026434 
0.019778 0.003124 -0.020737 -0.037570 -0.045544 -0.044007 -0.034449 -0.012687 
97 
0.011303 0.028532 0.039765 0.047580 0.052066 0.051371 0.048686 0.049351 
0.051299 0.046035 0.035848 0.033027 0.043510 0.052435 0.053231 0.048926 
0.046545 0.044648 0.041149 0.039934 0.040921 0.034679 0.024581 0.020096 
0.026375 0.033715 0.027758 0.011097 0.000320 -0.002272 -0.015654 -0.043356 
-0.075087 -0.101901-0.112895 -0.101637 -0.090408 -0.090627 -0.086970 -0.067639 
-0.033663 0.002873 0.034090 0.057036 0.070044 0.073345 0.072071 0.067972 
0.060937 0.050785 0.034027 0.007955 -0.020762 -0.044443 -0.056809 -0.058977 
-0.062483 -0.063387 -0.057764 -0.044977 -0.033235 -0.026146 -0.020090 -0.020907 
-0.025619 -0.020799 -0.003319 0.015427 0.025139 0.023087 0.020137 0.022445 
0.020068 0.005054 -0.010602 -0.018972 -0.021442 -0.026512 -0.036538 -0.039812 
-0.025885 -0.004091 0.006381 0.010371 0.016477 0.023500 0.028763 0.035045 
0.038726 0.044266 0.054089 0.051189 0.027710 -0.002237 -0.015949 -0.015790 
-0.014502 -0.023596 -0.037055 -0.043152 -0.039625 -0.031340 -0.019549 -0.002964 
0.012357 0.025780 0.028512 0.013793 -0.002683 0.001614 0.019892 0.020185 
-0.002482 -0.022297 -0.015273 0.002434 -0.002304 -0.021201 -0.036382 -0.038000 
-0.040046 -0.045092 -0.033966 -0.007276 0.018207 0.029987 0.034682 0.046685 
0.062432 0.057071 0.029705 0.000305 -0.023179 -0.041544 -0.052515 -0.055226 
-0.055023 -0.042269 -0.017781 0.002049 0.006819 0.005023 0.008289 0.010394 
0.006959 -0.001743 -0.005326 0.004010 0.013214 0.010433 0.003081 0.005391 
0.009382 0.004284 -0.002490 -0.003106 0.002850 0.004686 -0.004901 -0.024095 
-0.029330 -0.006777 0.019289 0.022466 0.008804 -0.003880 -0.012497 -0.018579 
-0.016469 0.003606 0.025018 0.025001 0.016429 0.019685 0.032982 0.050073 
0.052219 0.039314 0.023605 0.008949 -0.001224 -0.005347 -0.002875 0.001135 
98 
0.007521 0.015623 0.022235 0.021012 0.012526 -0.001133 -0.017423 -0.025249 
-0.020804 -0.012402 -0.008612 -0.010801 -0.012419 -0.007888 0.004411 0.012341 
0.006798 -0.002584 -0.008368 -0.003269 0.004687 0.005090 -0.001596 -0.007264 
-0.009261-0.010119 -0.007510 -0.003518 -0.002892 -0.010076 -0.017438 -0.017770 
-0.011611-0.007822 -0.006613 -0.004079 0.000798 0.005448 0.006415 0.002915 
0.001411 0.000447 -0.005314 -0.012332 -0.015254 -0.008044 0.000322 0.004349 
0.003521 0.004852 0.009267 0.011354 0.007019 0.002417 -0.000055 -0.003484 
-0.004500 -0.007532 -0.009375 -0.006268 -0.000733 -0.002891-0.009676 -0.011989 
-0.013264 -0.019567 -0.024535 -0.019170 -0.009777 -0.005377 -0.004549 0.003132 
0.014041 0.018925 0.017447 0.011312 0.004206 0.002464 0.000424 -0.002655 
-0.001801 0.000132 -0.002883 -0.005102 -0.000092 0.008215 0.014608 0.015520 
0.013558 0.009810 0.004143 -0.001799 -0.001025 0.005360 0.011481 0.017205 
0.017183 0.014162 0.011525 0.008592 0.007608 0.012006 0.019673 0.019089 
0.011468 0.004223 0.003158 0.006387 0.008234 0.004571 0.001338 0.001582 
0.002279 0.004994 0.007745 0.011032 0.014061 0.009259 0.000568 -0.004336 
-0.005861-0.005999 -0.007326 -0.007172 -0.007111-0.002370 0.005395 0.010891 
0.012175 0.012447 0.011099 0.006534 0.004386 0.002747 0.000748 -0.000664 
0.003035 0.008207 0.009710 0.007302 0.004451 0.006933 0.012229 0.010202 
0.002236 -0.002507 -0.003041-0.005954 -0.009743 -0.013162 -0.011570 -0.003797 
0.000366 -0.002567 -0.007371 -0.011708 -0.017609 -0.023601 -0.026627 -0.026420 
-0.024758 -0.016897 -0.004587 0.006468 0.010001 0.010333 0.012463 0.012902 
0.008739 0.002577 -0.002515 -0.002634 -0.000284 -0.000165 0.001345 0.004921 
0.011013 0.015775 0.013274 0.004142 -0.004251-0.007608 -0.008041 -0.010242 
99 
-0.012670 -0.009213 -0.005185 -0.006523 -0.008072 -0.004587 -0.001662 -0.002604 
-0.004957 -0.007746 -0.010384 -0.012654 -0.010651-0.010906 -0.013015 -0.012545 
-0.013982 -0.014961-0.011428 -0.005566 0.001225 0.009358 0.017775 0.021373 
0.020444 0.015604 0.011574 0.010458 0.007472 0.002150 0.001593 0.002968 
0.004820 0.009966 0.010723 0.006377 0.001690 -0.004192 -0.009610 -0.007129 
0.001085 0.005488 0.005772 0.002767 -0.003051-0.008450 -0.010222 -0.009992 
-0.009275 -0.007480 -0.009053 -0.009976 -0.009709 -0.007535 -0.008063 -0.010135 
-0.008984 -0.007549 -0.006933 -0.006674 -0.008924 -0.008855 -0.004997 -0.000970 
0.000160 -0.003333 -0.004227 -0.002407 -0.003691-0.006719 -0.007014 -0.004795 
-0.000558 0.005855 0.012256 0.012697 0.008045 0.003962 0.000853 0.000938 
-0.000673 -0.002046 -0.000570 0.002330 0.003272 0.005050 0.006899 0.004370 
0.000552 -0.003256 -0.005588 -0.005775 -0.002846 -0.002103 -0.001021 0.000988 
0.003943 0.006536 0.008919 0.010462 0.007796 0.005229 0.007128 0.010280 
0.011809 0.013912 0.013314 0.008918 0.003139 0.000859 0.000712 0.001546 
-0.000929 -0.006313 -0.006744 -0.003406 -0.002442 -0.003884 -0.002174 0.000549 
0.003355 0.002453 0.000768 0.000422 -0.001477 -0.002334 -0.001259 0.000410 
-0.001244 -0.003477 -0.004707 -0.004507 -0.002623 -0.002716 -0.006044 -0.009466 
-0.009996 -0.012927 -0.020451-0.023110 -0.019696 -0.014184 -0.008676 -0.002550 
0.003248 0.007791 0.007601 0.002746 -0.001456 -0.006902 -0.011451-0.013375 
-0.013851 -0.009153 -0.002808 0.001960 0.002214 0.001531 0.004499 0.007891 
0.010616 0.010536 0.010879 0.008533 0.003979 0.000857 -0.000079 0.000195 
-0.003641-0.007674 -0.007285 -0.002657 0.000033 -0.000330 0.001062 0.002663 
0.002462 -0.001139 -0.005834 -0.007882 -0.006556 -0.005007 -0.002494 0.000889 
100 
0.003847 0.005292 0.004831 0.005328 0.004518 0.003005 0.001519 0.000142 
-0.000661-0.002117 -0.000906 0.000906 0.003831 0.003406 0.002515 0.005419 
0.007703 0.004096 -0.003291 -0.005558 -0.003282 0.000258 0.003215 0.005027 
0.007606 0.010190 0.009617 0.007799 0.006878 0.003579 -0.000327 -0.000876 
-0.000446 0.002006 0.000631 0.000006 0.002008 0.005350 0.007327 0.003681 
0.000505 -0.003011-0.001931-0.000232 0.001550 0.001757 0.002710 0.005776 
0.007139 0.006835 0.005554 0.006392 0.005116 0.004155 0.001970 -0.000481 
-0.000898 -0.000887 -0.002186 -0.005460 -0.005231-0.003197 0.001057 0.004359 
0.004405 0.003520 0.000505 -0.000967 -0.000984 -0.001059 -0.000982 -0.001165 
-0.000041 0.003617 0.006337 0.006971 0.005449 0.001901 0.000967 0.002223 
0.002074 0.001688 0.000210 -0.001514 -0.002090 -0.001347 -0.000116 0.000453 
-0.000941 -0.002424 -0.001161 0.001343 0.001542 0.000560 0.001097 0.002693 
0.003334 0.002261 0.000241 -0.001233 -0.001183 -0.001360 -0.002552 -0.004614 
-0.005166 -0.005226 -0.003297 -0.001842 -0.001939 -0.000702 0.001836 0.002571 
-0.001018 -0.004816 -0.005137 -0.003597 -0.004007 -0.003038 0.000002 0.003171 
0.003453 0.000733 0.000930 0.004107 0.005068 0.002532 0.000087 0.001316 
0.003043 0.001544 -0.000855 0.000846 0.003535 0.003487 0.001363 0.000160 
0.000224 0.000158 0.000287 0.000150 0.000803 0.000468 0.001121 0.002604 
0.002705 0.003577 0.003127 0.000789 -0.000813 -0.000509 0.000285 0.000022 
-0.001420 -0.002297 -0.002320 -0.002475 -0.002206 -0.002469 -0.001068 0.002463 
0.004038 0.002979 0.003303 0.005281 0.006538 0.006393 0.002318 -0.002169 
-0.004365 -0.004935 -0.004372 -0.001893 -0.000019 0.000936 0.003235 0.004056 
0.002769 0.000978 -0.000355 -0.001701 -0.000231 0.000676 -0.000630 -0.003094 
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-0.005463 -0.005107 -0.004897 -0.004990 -0.006322 -0.007632 -0.007521-0.006856 
-0.004762 -0.002740 -0.000671 -0.001034 -0.002622 -0.002701-0.002416 -0.001847 
-0.000233 0.002083 0.003484 0.003127 0.002846 0.002692 0.003993 0.005515 
0.005199 0.003889 0.002936 0.001721 0.001481 0.002498 0.001250 -0.000918 
-0.003122 -0.002895 -0.003638 -0.005215 -0.005005 -0.003509 -0.002260 -0.002299 
-0.002864 -0.001622 0.001754 0.002319 0.000435 -0.002091-0.002135 0.000847 
0.002439 0.003889 0.005037 0.005660 0.004354 0.002605 0.002653 0.002612 
0.001902 -0.000329 -0.000853 -0.000232 0.001863 0.003150 0.004018 0.005211 
0.004868 0.002398 0.000278 0.000008 0.000770 0.002657 0.001672 0.000521 
-0.000631 -0.001494 -0.001017 0.001360 0.003610 0.003069 0.001949 -0.001148 
-0.002363 -0.000376 0.000088 -0.001033 -0.002515 -0.002258 -0.000162 0.000085 
0.001006 0.001811 0.000662 0.000532 -0.000825 -0.002689 -0.002893 -0.001037 
0.000096 -0.000683 -0.003123 -0.005028 -0.004785 -0.004092 -0.004858 -0.005169 
-0.004602 -0.004149 -0.002757 -0.002597 -0.001822 -0.001901 -0.002060 -0.000704 
-0.000262 -0.000513 -0.001791 -0.002786 -0.003422 -0.004716 -0.005882 -0.004602 
-0.003657 -0.003442 -0.003725 -0.004135 -0.002390 -0.000385 0.000224 -0.000936 
-0.002434 -0.003645 -0.002181-0.001171-0.000119 0.000093 -0.000418 -0.000869 
-0.001155 -0.000932 -0.000753 -0.001933 -0.003268 -0.003378 -0.002737 -0.001023 
-0.000504 -0.000190 0.000285 -0.000526 -0.000592 0.001454 0.003361 0.004520 
0.002842 0.001463 0.000441 -0.000634 -0.000352 -0.000401 -0.000715 -0.000688 
-0.000959 -0.000881 -0.000932 -0.000903 -0.000936 -0.000896 -0.001997 -0.003600 
-0.002646 -0.002769 -0.003731 -0.002599 -0.000320 0.001214 0.002031 0.002099 
0.001156 0.001086 0.000903 0.000911 0.000761 0.001175 0.000313 0.000228 
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0.000588 0.001344 0.001794 0.000479 0.000464 0.000346 0.000359 0.000450 
0.001031 0.001175 0.000775 0.001148 0.002859 0.002335 0.000378 -0.001681 
-0.002395 -0.001158 -0.001388 -0.001223 -0.000452 -0.000065 0.000199 -0.001309 
-0.001154 -0.000008 0.001175 0.002967 0.002440 0.000881 -0.001326 -0.002500 
-0.002463 -0.002482 -0.002563 -0.000927 0.000119 0.000036 0.000056 0.001530 
0.003063 0.003489 0.004106 0.003860 0.003094 0.002686 0.002705 0.003050 
0.004838 0.004245 0.003620 0.003095 0.002851 0.002379 0.000541 -0.000309 
-0.001389 -0.000804 -0.000042 0.001656 0.002676 0.002900 0.003032 0.002775 
0.002661 0.004166 0.003753 0.002670 0.001284 -0.000328 -0.001157 -0.000957 
-0.000077 -0.000290 -0.000076 -0.000294 -0.000074 -0.000389 0.000914 0.001613 
0.001323 0.001122 0.001072 0.000576 -0.001085 -0.000853 -0.000516 -0.001164 
-0.002132 -0.002182 -0.001795 -0.001132 -0.000160 -0.000463 -0.000137 -0.000543 
0.000254 0.002180 0.002390 0.002310 0.002434 0.002251 0.002473 0.002155 
0.002834 0.004033 0.002976 0.000926 -0.000369 -0.000283 -0.000411 -0.000516 
-0.001357 -0.001256 -0.000507 0.001367 0.002411 0.002144 0.002338 0.002257 
0.000354 -0.000575 -0.001298 -0.003249 -0.002416 -0.000701 -0.000430 -0.000477 
0.000165 0.000576 0.000609 0.001917 0.002240 0.002131 0.002320 0.000843 
-0.000663 -0.000251 -0.001954 -0.003051 -0.003208 -0.002577 -0.000768 -0.000489 
-0.000667 -0.000068 0.001370 0.001837 0.001055 -0.000120 -0.000969 -0.001761 
-0.000603 -0.000703 0.000118 0.002001 0.001934 0.000505 -0.000802 -0.002683 
-0.003343 -0.003029 -0.003463 -0.002281-0.000589 0.001382 0.002247 0.001945 
0.002293 0.001506 -0.000168 -0.001252 -0.002013 -0.003109 -0.002582 -0.000623 
-0.000650 -0.000055 0.000440 -0.000333 -0.000482 0.000818 0.000790 -0.000270 
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-0.000239 -0.000489 0.000003 0.000003 0.000060 -0.000209 -0.001608 -0.002143 
-0.002189 -0.001720 -0.000745 -0.000880 -0.001643 -0.001857 -0.000466 0.000702 
0.000719 -0.000023 -0.000569 -0.000498 -0.000947 -0.000128 0.000849 0.000805 
0.000946 0.000902 0.001067 0.000940 0.001788 0.003401 0.003663 0.003543 
0.001911 0.000950 0.001023 0.000893 0.000965 0.000915 0.000224 -0.001386 
-0.000622 0.001095 0.001003 0.001274 0.000993 -0.000119 0.000388 0.001260 
0.001228 0.001369 0.000179 -0.001268 -0.000208 0.001147 0.001263 0.001179 
0.001251 0.001064 0.001388 -0.000088 -0.001514 -0.001304 -0.001430 -0.001272 
-0.001367 -0.001290 -0.001334 -0.001261 -0.001253 -0.001212 -0.001228 -0.001209 
-0.001092 -0.001197 -0.000664 0.000127 0.000210 -0.000647 -0.000783 -0.000677 
-0.000720 -0.000551 -0.000703 -0.000463 -0.000666 0.000029 0.001808 0.002115 
0.001986 0.002280 0.000594 -0.000434 -0.000434 -0.000720 -0.000534 -0.000477 
0.001025 0.002067 0.002035 0.002116 0.002039 0.002125 0.002009 0.002211 
0.001310 -0.000283 -0.000457 -0.000588 -0.000419 -0.000925 -0.002099 -0.002651 
-0.002383 -0.001868 -0.000917 -0.000500 -0.000540 -0.000529 -0.000513 -0.000556 
-0.000487 -0.000593 -0.000417 -0.001024 -0.001528 -0.000692 -0.000601-0.000591 
-0.000819 -0.000472 -0.002170 -0.003171 -0.003177 -0.003290 -0.003196 -0.003278 
-0.003213 -0.003268 -0.003228 -0.003259 -0.003241 -0.003254 -0.003249 -0.003254 
-0.003250 -0.003259 -0.003247 -0.003274 -0.003237 -0.003271 -0.001194 -0.000635 
-0.000532 -0.000645 -0.000425 -0.001482 -0.002789 -0.002732 -0.002859 -0.002904 
-0.002739 -0.000687 -0.000645 -0.000568 -0.000601 -0.000591 -0.000597 -0.000596 
-0.000608 -0.000657 -0.000744 -0.000653 -0.000798 -0.000576 -0.000981 0.000703 
0.002062 0.001905 0.002001 0.000993 0.001935 0.001933 0.001971 0.001961 
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0.001946 0.001975 0.001929 0.001976 0.001917 0.001972 0.001915 0.001919 
0.001799 0.001851 0.001726 0.001692 0.002151 0.003966 0.004042 0.001912 
0.001629 0.001598 0.001621 0.001568 0.001656 0.001506 0.001751 0.001392 
0.003008 0.003167 0.001796 0.001921 0.002817 0.004385 0.004108 0.004387 
0.004113 0.002175 0.001587 0.001706 0.001611 0.001763 0.001739 0.001855 
0.001820 0.001838 0.001826 0.001819 0.001829 0.001801 0.001830 0.001787 
0.001828 0.001776 0.001826 0.001775 0.001805 0.001779 0.000237 -0.001051 
0.000261 0.001455 -0.000357 -0.000993 -0.000009 0.000034 -0.000842 -0.000801 
-0.000885 -0.000806 -0.001026 -0.000795 -0.001049 -0.000340 -0.000016 -0.000647 
-0.000515 0.000588 -0.000315 -0.000794 -0.001081-0.000293 0.001415 0.001959 
0.000800 -0.000751 0.000743 0.000708 0.000867 -0.000101 -0.000805 -0.001058 
-0.001011-0.001037 -0.001032 -0.000992 0.001206 0.001623 0.001755 0.000918 
-0.000949 -0.000830 -0.001072 -0.000940 -0.001282 -0.001246 -0.001042 -0.001094 
-0.001038 -0.000970 -0.001008 -0.000938 -0.003098 -0.003534 -0.002959 -0.003627 
-0.003364 -0.003702 -0.003599 -0.001996 -0.000984 -0.001073 -0.000964 -0.001066 
-0.000970 -0.001075 -0.000956 -0.001120 -0.000936 -0.002039 -0.003682 -0.003678 
-0.003768 -0.003724 -0.003743 -0.003746 -0.003733 -0.003764 -0.003726 -0.003778 
-0.003723 -0.003789 -0.003721 -0.003803 -0.003708 -0.003848 -0.003422 -0.001397 
-0.001227 -0.001113 -0.001250 -0.001075 -0.001320 -0.000957 -0.001127 -0.000207 
0.000888 0.000410 0.001497 0.001450 0.001539 0.003207 0.004192 0.004000 
0.004209 0.003945 0.004607 0.004357 0.004119 0.003705 0.002579 0.001774 
0.001345 0.002029 0.003633 0.004110 0.004086 0.004056 0.004223 0.002753 
0.001352 0.001639 0.001365 0.001602 0.001387 0.001505 0.000402 -0.001137 
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-0.001180 -0.001222 -0.001202 -0.001212 -0.001217 -0.001072 0.000252 -0.000560 
-0.000910 0.000950 0.001431 0.001505 0.001475 0.001494 0.001485 0.001486 
